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2014 was a fantastic year for the ISC. From the Lifetime Achievement Award gala honoring Judy Pfaff and Ursula von Rydingsvard in
the spring to the 24th annual International Sculpture Conference in New Orleans in the fall, we organized more programming than
ever before. With ISConnects events around the U.S. and more on-line content, including the expanded blog and Web specials, the
ISC continues to take the lead in criticism and documentation of the ever-changing field of sculpture.

Looking ahead, 2015 promises to be an equally eventful year. We are proud to honor Joel Shapiro with the 2015 Lifetime Achievement in
Contemporary Sculpture Award (see page 13). In addition, another group of talented students will be chosen for the Outstanding Student
Achievement in Contemporary Sculpture Awards, and another Outstanding Educator will be recognized. We will have multiple ISConnects
events, and the 25th International Sculpture Conference will be held in central Arizona, in the Phoenix, Scottsdale, and Tempe region. Visit
the ISC Web site to learn more details about these events and to sign up for mailing lists.

What’s new for 2015? We will be celebrating the first International Sculpture Day—IS Day—on April 24, 2015. IS Day is a worldwide
event held to champion sculpture—organizations and individuals are invited to participate by holding events of their own, such as a
museum day, an exhibition opening, a panel discussion, a workshop, a collection tour, or a webinar—anything open to the public for free,
or at minimal cost. See page 71 for more details. Where will you be on April 24? Wherever you are, we hope you will be celebrating
sculpture.

Looking forward to another wonderful year at the ISC and hope to see you at one of our events.
—Johannah Hutchison

ISC Executive Director

From the Executive Director
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ISC Board of Trustees
Chair: Ree Kaneko, Omaha, NE

Treasurer: Prescott Muir, Salt Lake City, UT

Secretary: F. Douglass Schatz, Potsdam, NY

Chakaia Booker, New York, NY

Lucas Cowan, Boston, MA

Dana Martin Davis, NC

Richard Dupont, New York, NY

Carole A. Feuerman, NY

Jeff Fleming, Des Moines, IA

Carla Hanzal, Charlotte, NC

Michael Manjarris, TX

Andrew Rogers, Australia
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Boaz Vaadia, New York, NY

Philipp von Matt, Germany
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Peter Hobart, Italy

J. Seward Johnson, Hopewell, NJ

Josh Kanter, Salt Lake City, UT

Marc LeBaron, Lincoln, NE

Robert Vogele, Hinsdale, IL

Founder: Elden Tefft, Lawrence, KS

Lifetime Achievement in 
Contemporary Sculpture Recipients 
Magdalena Abakanowicz

Fletcher Benton

Fernando Botero

Louise Bourgeois 

Anthony Caro

Elizabeth Catlett

John Chamberlain

Eduardo Chillida

Christo & Jeanne-Claude

Nancy Holt

Mark di Suvero

Richard Hunt

Phillip King

William King

Manuel Neri

Claes Oldenburg & Coosje van Bruggen

Nam June Paik

Beverly Pepper

Judy Pfaff 

Arnaldo Pomodoro

Gió Pomodoro

Robert Rauschenberg

George Rickey

Ursula von Rydingsvard

George Segal

Kenneth Snelson

Frank Stella

William Tucker
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Departments
14 Itinerary

18 Commissions 

80 ISC News

Reviews
73 Bronx, New York: Tony Feher

74 Los Angeles: Rina Banerjee

75 Los Angeles: Nobuo Sekine

76 Atlanta: Scott Ingram

77 Acton, Massachusetts: “New Art Archaeology”

77 New York: Tunga

78 Belfast: Graham Gingles

79 Zurich: “Lines”

On the Cover: Penny Harris, The Cellar

and the Grove Snail (detail), 2009. Cast

bronze, 30 x 17 x 9 cm. Photo: Paul Green.

Features
20 Recovering Lost Forms: A Conversation with Penny Harris  by Paula Llull

26 Exploding Constraints: A Conversation with E.V. Day by Christopher Hart Chambers

32 Gillian Jagger: Of Empathy, Appropriation, and Time  by Edward M. Gómez

38 Ian McMahon: Nothing Lasts Forever (Not Even Art)  by Suzanne Beal

44 Zilia Sánchez: Minimalist Mulata by Laura Roulet

50 Alun Leach-Jones: Elements of Measure, Classically Inclined  by Jonathan Goodman

54 Louise Paramor: Big, Bold, and Riotously Colorful  by Ken Scarlett
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Atlantic Foundation
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Bernar Venet

Chairman’s Circle ($10,000–49,999)
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Anonymous Foundation
Sydney & Walda Besthoff
Janet Blocker
Blue Star Contemporary Art Center
Bollinger Atelier
Tom Bollinger & Kim Nikolaev
Fernando Botero
Debra Cafaro & Terrance Livingston
Canvas Wines
Sir Anthony Caro
Chelsea College of Art & Design
Chicago Arts District/Podmajersky, Inc.
Clinton Family Fund
Richard Cohen
Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans
Linda & Daniel Cooperman
David Diamond
Jarvis & Constance Doctorow Family Foundation
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation
Lin Emery
Fred Eychaner
Carole Feuerman
Bill FitzGibbons
James Geier
Alan Gibbs
Gibbs Farm
Michael & Francie Gordon
Ralfonso Gschwend
David Handley
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Ann Hatch
Richard Heinrich
The Helis Foundation
Daniel A. Henderson
Michelle Hobart
Peter C. Hobart
Joyce & Seward Johnson Foundation
KANEKO
Mary Ann Keeler
Keeler Foundation
Anna-Maria & Stephen Kellen Foundation
Phillip King
William King
Anne Kohs Associates
Nanci Lanni
Cynthia Madden Leitner/Museum of Outdoor Arts

Toby D. Lewis Philanthropic Fund
Marlene & Sandy Louchheim
Patricia Meadows
Creighton Michael
Deedee Morrison
Barrie Mowatt
Sharon & Prescott Muir
Manuel Neri
New Jersey Cultural Trust
New Orleans Museum of Art
Sassona Norton
Ralph O’Connor
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
Nancy & Steven Oliver
Stanley & Harriet Rabinowitz
Patricia Renick
Pat Renick Gift Fund
Henry Richardson
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Sakana Foundation
Salt Lake Art Center
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Doug Schatz
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Address all editorial correspondence to: 
Sculpture
1633 Connecticut Avenue NW, 4th Floor
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E-mail: gharper@sculpture.org
Sculpture On-Line on the International
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Advertising information
E-mail <advertising@sculpture.org>
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The International Sculpture Center is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization 
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Office Manager  Maria Apodaca
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E-mail: isc@sculpture.org
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Chakaia Booker
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Rob Fisher
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About the ISC
The International Sculpture Center is a member-supported, nonprofit organization
founded in 1960 to champion the creation and understanding of sculpture and its
unique and vital contribution to society. The mission of the ISC is to expand public
understanding and appreciation of sculpture internationally, demonstrate the power
of sculpture to educate and effect social change, engage artists and arts profession-
als in a dialogue to advance the art form, and promote a supportive environment for
sculpture and sculptors. The ISC values: our constituents—Sculptors, Institutions, and
Patrons; dialogue—as the catalyst to innovation and understanding; education—
as fundamental to personal, professional, and societal growth; and community—as
a place for encouragement and opportunity.

Membership
ISC membership includes subscriptions to Sculpture and Insider; access to Inter-
national Sculpture Conferences; free registration in Portfolio, the ISC’s on-line
sculpture registry; and discounts on publications, supplies, and services.

International Sculpture Conferences
The ISC’s International Sculpture Conferences gather sculpture enthusiasts from all
over the world to network and dialogue about technical, aesthetic, and professional
issues.

Sculpture Magazine
Published 10 times per year, Sculpture is dedicated to all forms of contemporary
sculpture. The members’ edition includes the Insider newsletter, which contains timely
information on professional opportunities for sculptors, as well as a list of recent public
art commissions and announcements of members’ accomplishments.

www.sculpture.org
The ISC’s award-winning Web site <www.sculpture.org> is the most comprehensive
resource for information on sculpture. It features Portfolio, an on-line slide registry
and referral system providing detailed information about artists and their work to
buyers and exhibitors; the Sculpture Parks and Gardens Directory, with listings of
over 250 outdoor sculpture destinations; Opportunities, a membership service with
commissions, jobs, and other professional listings; plus the ISC newsletter and
extensive information about the world of sculpture.

Education Programs and Special Events
ISC programs include the Outstanding Sculpture Educator Award, the Outstanding
Student Achievement in Contemporary Sculpture Awards, and the Lifetime
Achieve  ment Award in Contemporary Sculpture and gala. Other special events
include opportunities for viewing art and for meeting colleagues in the field.

Director’s Circle ($5,000–9,999) 

This project is supported
in part by an award from
the National Endowment
for the Arts.

This program is made possible in 
part by funds from the New Jersey
State Council on the Arts/Department 
of State, a Partner Agency of the
National Endowment for the Arts. New Jersey Cultural Trust

Ruth Abernethy•Robert Abrams•John Adduci•Nicole Allen•Susan Amorde•
El Anatsui•Porter Arneill•Mark Attebery•Michael Aurbach•Helena Bacardi-
Kiely•William Baran-Mickle•Bill Barrett•Brooke Barrie•Jerry Ross Barrish•
Carlos Basanta•Ghada Batrouni•John Baun•Anne Baxter•Bruce Beasley•
Hanneke & Fred Beaumont•Joseph Becherer•Raine Bedsole•Kevin Beltz•
Edward Benavente•Joseph Benevenia•Ronald Berman•Henri Bertrand•
Rita Blitt•Shelley Bogaert•Christian Bolt•Chris Booth•KuBO•Gilbert V. Boro•
Greg Brand•Dee Briggs•Jean Brillant•Brooklyn Bridge Marriott•Molton
Brown•Walter Bruszewski•Hal Buckner•Keith Bush•Mary Pat Byrne•Diana
Carey•Kati Casida•Francisca Castano•Cosimo Cavallaro•Vincent Champion-
Ercoli•Asherah Cinnamon•Jonathan Clowes•Fuller Cowles & Constance
Mayeron•Andy Cunningham•Anne Curry•Sigita Dackeviciute•Amir Daghigh•
Rebecca Darlington•Rene Dayan-Whitehead•Paul A. Deans•Hilde DeBruyne•
John Denning•Albert Dicruttalo•Art Di Lella•Konstantin Dimopoulos•
Kenneth Dipaola•Linda Donna Dodson•Lim Dong-Lak•Dorit Dornier•Missy
Douglas•Philip S. Drill•Louise Durocher•Herb Eaton•Michael Egnatz•Eric
Eigen•Charles Eisemann•Jorge Elizondo•Rand Elliott/Elliott & Associates
Architects•Ken Emerick•Ciara Ennis•John W. Evans•Philip John Evett•Johann
Feilacher•David Fellows•Virginio Ferrari•Pattie Firestone•Talley Fisher•
Jeff Fleming•Basil C. Frank•Rusty Freeman•Nathaniel Friedman•James 
Gallucci•Vladimir Gaynutdinov•Aristotle Georgiades•Beatriz Gerenstein•
James Gerson•James S. Gibson•Helgi Gislason•Joe Gitterman•Donna 
Glassford•DeWitt Godfrey•Andrew Goerlitz•Carol Brown Goldberg•Yuebin

Gong•Martha Gorzycki•John Grande•Francis Greenburger•Barbara Grygutis•
Simon Gudgeon•Roger Halligan•Wataru Hamasaka•Jens Ingvard Hansen•
Steve Hardy•Daniel Henderson•Sally Hepler•Richard Hernandez•Alessandra
Marchitelli Hess•Renee Hintz•Geir Hjetland•Bernard Hosey•Jack Howard-
Potter•Robert Huff•Ken Huston•Yoshitada Ihara•Eve Ingalls•Angelique
Jackson•Suzanne Janssen•Huang Jian•Julia Jitkoff•Caroline Jones•Eric 
Jorgenson•Nathan Joseph•Beth Kamhi•Ray Katz•Cornelia Kavanagh•
Maureen Kelly•Robert E. Kelly•Lita Kelmenson•Chippie Kennedy•Joanne
Kim•Mikyoung Kim•Jason Kimes•Frederic Klingelhofer•Grace Knowlton•
Gene Koss•Krasl Art Center•Mako Kratohvil•Heidi Kreitchet•Lynn E. La
Count•Won Lee•Michael Le Grand•Boruch Lev•Evan Lewis•John R. Light•
Dong-Rak Lim•Marvin Lipofsky•Oleg Lobykin•Robert Longhurst•Sharon
Loper•Charles Loving•Winifred Lutz•Mark Lyman•Lynden Sculpture Garden•
Noriaki Maeda•Andrea Malaer•Torild Storvik Malmedal•Diane Marxe•
Michelle Matthews•Edward Mayer•Isabel McCall•Jennifer McCandless•
Mike McCarthy•Tom McCormick•Joseph McDonnell•Sam McKinney•John
Medwedeff•Darcy Meeker•Ron Mehlman•Gina Michaels•Carol Mickett &
Robert Stackhouse•Ruth Aizuss Migdal•Jerry Minton•Judith Modrak•
Brian Monaghan•Jean-Pierre Morin•Aiko Morioka•Keld Moseholm•W.W.
Mueller•Lyubov Muravyeva•Morley Myers•Arnold Nadler•Marina Nash•
Nathan Manilow Sculpture Park•Henry Nelson•James Nickel•Donald Noon•
Samuel Olalere•Samuel Olou•Joseph O’Connell•Octavia Art Gallery•
Caoimhghin O Fraithile•Leo Osborne•Michelle Osborne•Jorge Palacios•

Ralph Paquin•Gertrud Parker•Mark Patterson•Donna Payton•Carol Peligian•
Joel Perlman•Dirk Peterson•Brandon Pierce•Leah Poller•Jean Jacques Porret•
Daniel Postellon•Wayne Potratz•Bev Precious•Nicholas Price•Kimberly
Radochia•Marcia Raff•Vicky Randall•David Reif•Jeannette Rein•Roger
Reutimann•William Richardson•Dhara Rivera•Kevin Robb•Gale Fulton
Ross•Miroslaw Rydzak•Joe Sackett•Oksana Salamatina•Julie Saypoff•Tom
Scarff•Fred Schlatter•Antoinette Schultze•Joyce Pomeroy Schwartz•
Sculpture by the Lakes•Sculpture for New Orleans•Scott Seale•Joseph H.
Seipel•Joel Shapses•Jerry Shore•Steven Siegel•Debra Silver•Ronald 
Simmer•Jerry Simms•Leslie Smith•Vanessa L. Smith•Yvette Kaiser Smith•
Stan Smokler•Alan Somerville•Sam Spiczka•Howard Springer•Marc Staples•
Michael Stearns•David Stein•Eric Stein•Eric Stephenson•Charles Stinson•
Karen Stoddard•Fisher Stolz•Elizabeth Strong-Cuevas•Patrick Sullivan•
Jozef Sumichrast•Michael Supera•David Sywalski•Sandra Talbot•Kathy
Taslitz•Cordell Taylor•Thomas Mann’s Gallery I/O and studioFLUX•Rein
Triefeldt•Joan Truckenbrod•Muzaffer Tunca•Victor Uribe•Vasko Vassilev•
Venusian Gardens Art Gallery•Suzanne Viemeister•Jill Viney•Stefan Vladescu•
Julian Voss-Andreae•Martha Walker•Walter Walker•Mark Warwick•James
Watts•Richard Wedekind•Robert Western•Jim Wheeler•Lynn Fawcett
Whiting•Michael Whiting•John Wiederspan•Stuart Williamson•Mark
Willcher•Daniel Winterich•Ben Woitena•Jean Wolff•Holly Wright•
Yorkshire Sculpture Park•Minako Yoshino•Albert Young•Larry Young•Anne
Zetterberg•Feng Zhang•Dedong Zheng

Abe Zale Foundation
Adobe
Anonymous Donor
Dean Arkfeld
Doris H. Arkin
Art Research Enterprises
ASU Bronze Studio
Lee Bartell
Verina Baxter
Ambassador & Mrs. Alan Blinken
Melva Bucksbaum & 

Raymond Learsy
Tom Butler
Giancarlo Calicchia
Edouard Duval Carrie
Cause Contemporary Gallery
Cedar Rapids Museum of Art
Chicago Gallery News

Jim & Jane Cohan
The Columbus Museum
Lucas Cowan
Eduardo da Rosa
Henry Davis
Guerra de la Paz
Digital Atelier
Terry Dintenfass, Inc.
Fred Drucker
Richard & Lauren Dupont
Constance & Blair Fensterstock
True Fisher
Sue Gardiner
Gill Gatfield
Jenny Gibbs
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Graham
Louise Grunwald
Haligon Fine Art

Dr. LaRue Harding
Ed Hardy Habit/Hardy LLC
Gail & Wilfred Heilbut
Ursula & Joseph Helman
Olga Hirshhorn
Paul Hubbard
Gloria Kisch
Paul Klein
A. Eugene & Barbara Kohn
Gary Kulak
Chuck Levy
Chi-Yu Liang
Lincoln Park Conservatory
Jim & Karen Linder
Dayle Mace
Steve Maloney
Eileen & Barry Mandel
Deborah McCormick

Robert E. Meyerhoff & 
Rheda Becker

Microsoft Corporation
Millennium Park, Inc.
David Mirvish
Naples Illustrated
John P. & Anne Nelson
George Neubert
Ralph O’Connor
Olivella, Umbria Olii 

International
Tom Otterness
Enid J. Packard
Paula Panczenko
Raul Perez
Barry R. Perlis
Troy & Cathy Perry
Polich Tallix Art Foundry

Michelle Rapp
Leslie Robertson & Sawteen See
Roger Smith Hotel
Ky & Jane Rohman
Ambassador Nancy H. Rubin
Morley & Jane Safer
Vicki & Roger Sant
Carolina Sardi
Greg & Laura Schnackel
Sculpt Nouveau
Sedgwick Productions
Jenny and Andrew Smith
Steinberg Shebairo LLP
Storm King Art Center
Thai Metal Crafters
Jeff Thomson
The Todd & Betiana Simon 

Foundation

George Tobolowsky
UBS Financial Services
Edward Ulhir
Umbra, Ltd.
Robert M. Kaye & Diane Upright
Frederico Uribe
Steve Vail Fine Arts
Hans Van De Bovenkamp LTD
John & Lynn Vinkemulder
Alex Wagman
Wellington Sculpture Trust
Charles & Barbara Wright
Jim Yohe
Lisa & Don Zaretsky
Zealandia Sculpture Garden

Professional Circle ($350–999) 

Ana & Gui Affonso
George Ahl
Lisa Arnett
Auckland Art Gallery
Patty & Jay Baker Naples Museum 

of Art
Kimberly Beider
Belmont Harbor Yacht Club
Bloomberg LP
Brick Bay Wines and Sculpture Trail
Otto M. Budig Family Foundation
Maureen Cogan
Lisa Colburn
Ric Collier
Connells Bay Sculpture Park
Demeter Fragrance Library

Lina Deng
Christine and Richard Didsbury
Richard Dupont
Bob Emser
Jan and Trevor Farmer
FreedmanArt
Galerie Lelong
Jo and John Gow
Agnes Gund
Haunch of Venison
Bryan Hunt
John S. & James L. Knight Foundation
Michael Johnson
Tony Karman
Gallery Kasahara
Herbert J. Kayden

Joseph Kernisky
Susan Lloyd
Martin Margulies
Merchandise Mart Properties
Jill & Paul Meister
Gerard Meulensteen
Lowell Miller
Michael Miller
Jesus Moroles
Morton Rachofsky Philanthropic Fund of the

Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
Steve & Debbie Mueller
Museum of Arts & Design
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago
Nathan Manilow Sculpture Park
National Gallery, London

Kristen Nordahl
Brian Ohno
Claes Oldenburg & Coosje van Bruggen
Dennis Oppenheim
Morton Rachofsky
Zach Rawling
Richard Gray Gallery
Riva Yares Gallery
Bill Roy
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Peter Scotese
Sculpture Community/sculpture.net
Sebastián
Eve & Fred Simon
Frank Sippel
Lisa & Tom Smith

Duane Stranahan, Jr.
Roselyn Swig
Tate
Julian & Jacqueline Taub
The BWF Foundation, Inc. 
Laura Thorne
Tmima
Tulane University
Alderman Tom Tunney
University of Cincinnati
Vector Custom Fabricating, Inc.
Harry T. Wilks
Isaac Witkin
Xavier University of Louisiana

Friend’s Circle ($1,000–2,499)

Patron’s Circle ($2,500–4,999)
Elizabeth Catlett
John Clement
J. Laurence & Susan Costin
Des Moines Art Center

Barbara & Steve Durham 
Headland Sculpture on the Gulf
Barbara Hoffman
Laumeier Sculpture Park

Lostn Foundation
Moore College of Art & Design
National Academy Museum
William R. Padnos

Katerina Paleckova, Angel’s Chocolate
Janice Perry
Joyce Pomeroy-Schwartz
Princeton University Art Museum

Rifle Paper Co.
Eric Schieber
Scottsdale Public Art
Kiki Smith

Elisabeth Swanson
Doris & Peter Tilles
Webster University
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Brooklyn Museum 
Brooklyn
Judith Scott
Through March 29, 2015
Born with Down syndrome, and
largely deaf and mute, Scott was
institutionalized for 35 years before
her twin sister—Joyce J. Scott—
introduced her to a unique studio
program for artists with develop-
mental disabilities. For the last 18
years of her life (she died in 2005),
she worked with single-minded devo-
tion on idiosyncratic and increas-
ingly complex sculptures constructed
of found and scavenged materials,
encased in thread, yarn, torn fabric,
and other fibers. Though she worked
intuitively, and without apparent
influence, her efforts produced a
remarkable body of highly sophisti-
cated and multi-layered objects in
close dialogue with contemporary

art world developments. Methodi-
cally assembled, wrapped, and tied,
these fragile bundles challenge con-
ventional, reductionist definitions 
of form. With more than 60 resonant
sculptures, in addition to works on
paper, “Bound and Unbound” gives
unprecedented insight into how
process and the need to make can
drive creativity, whether the artist
is an insider or an outsider.

Web site 
<www.brooklynmuseum.org>

Dia:Beacon 
Beacon, New York
Carl Andre
Through March 2, 2015
One of the most radical and egali-
tarian artists of the 20th century,
Andre redefined the parameters of
sculpture and poetry through his

use of unaltered industrial materials
and irreverent approach to lan-
guage. Over the course of 50 years,
he created over 2,000 sculptures
and an equal number of poems, plus
dozens of furtive objects and hun-
dreds of postcards, all marked by a
sense of the history that accrues
within things and words. “Sculpture
as Place, 1958–2010,” his first U.S.
retrospective in more than 30 years,
follows his notion of “unaltered” 
as he evolved from form to structure,
from the erasure of the artist’s hand
to the use of standardized units, 
to his final, decisive pronouncement 
of “sculpture as place.” Giving equal
weight to sculptural and poetical
investigations, the show also features
a number of unclassifiable works,
including the enigmatic, punning
readymades known as the “Dada
Forgeries.” Most importantly, it
underscores how Andre sharpened
his understanding of sculpture at 
the typewriter, conjoining the mate-
riality of sculpting and writing. Cre-
ation, for him, belongs in the realm
of experience, an affirmative place
that restores validity to analytical,
as well as sensorial, impulses and
permits entry into a “place” of liber-
ties. As Andre put it, “Art is not only
the investment of creative energy,
but the sharpening of the critical
faculties…I think art is truly an open
set. There are no ideal forms to

strive for nor hierarchies to obtain
to. Things have qualities. Perceive
the qualities.”

Web site <www.diaart.org>

Faurschou Foundation
Copenhagen
Jens Haaning/Santiago Sierra
Through February 6, 2015
Sierra’s radical and poetic statements
focus on economic and power rela-
tions, especially repetitive routines
and the exchange value of labor.
Though critics accuse him of abusing
misery, his socially engaged works
shed a blinding light on accepted
“norms” of inequality and entitle-
ment. The Copenhagen Declaration
is a new collaboration with the like-
minded Danish artist Jens Haaning,
whose work uses precision visual
devices to distill the complexities
of nationalism, fear, and intolerance.
Like Haaning’s and Sierra’s other
works, this large installation dissects
the mechanisms of political manip-
ulation. Part formal declaration 
and part open statement, the mon-
umental words engage in a cloaked
doublespeak that replaces clarity
with slippery ambiguity, as meaning
morphs and spins. The artists have
no wish for direct communication,
and there is no indication of source
or intended recipient—every visitor
will make his or her own version of
this “declaration,” based on individ-
ual predispositions, affiliations, and
prejudices.

Tel: + 45 33 91 41 31
Web site <www.faurschou.com>

itinerary

Left: Judith Scott, Untitled. Bottom

left: Jens Haaning and Santiago

Sierra, The Copenhagen Declaration.

Above: Installation view of “Carl

Andre: Sculpture as Place, 1958–

2010.”  
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Kestner Gesellschaft
Hannover, Germany
Heimo Zobernig
Through March 1, 2015
Over the past 25 years, Zobernig has
created a considerable body of work,
including sculpture, video, painting,
installation, architectural interven-
tion, and performance. Drawing on
various modern art movements, he
questions their underlying principles
and conditions, challenging and
reinterpreting them with a lightness
of touch and an economy of mater-
ial. This large-scale exhibition fea-
tures a number of recent works that
recycle old pieces into new sculp-
tures in which space becomes 
an essential element. Reconfigured
walls from a previous show rise 
as Modernist towers, while curtains
and screens establish a deceptive
intimacy, pitting permanence against
obsolescence. In this setting, 
the staging of art becomes a driving
force, allowing Zobernig to “circum-
vent conventions.” Playful, unsettling,
and disarming, his various endeavors
all aspire to the same goal: “With
art, I would like to raise questions
and as a result produce things that
put themselves in question.” 

Web site <www.kestner.org>

Kunstmuseen Krefeld/Haus Lange
Krefeld, Germany
Nam June Paik Award 2014
Through February 15, 2015
This seventh edition of the Nam June
Paik Award features about 20 bound-
ary-breaking new media works by
four finalists making use of every-
thing from vinyl records to real peo-
ple. Under the direction of German
artist Ulf Aminde, whose hybrid
videos/performances investigate
breaches in the social contract, dis-
enfranchised youth, the homeless,
and the disabled bare their mental
states, treading the line between
truth and cliché in a Brechtian trans-
position of self into third person. Ini-
tially trained in classical guitar and

music technology, Cory Arcangel has
embraced the anarchic potential 
of the Internet and its utopian open-
source culture, transforming himself
into the leading voice of pop-tinged,
computer-centered art with altered
hardware sculptures and appropri-
ated software interventions that
question the value of authorship and
revel in our fraught relationship with
electronic media. The multimedia
installations of winner Camille Hen-
rot examine real ethnographic, nat-
ural-historical, and current geopoliti-
cal issues through the lens of myth
and legend, effortlessly crossing tem-
poral and spatial divides to transform
an encyclopedic way of thinking into
a poetic language rich in symbolism.
Finally, the team of Jon Thomson and
Alison Craighead bind virtual data
and information to reality itself, cre-
ating hallucinogenic environments in
which animated streams of fragmen-
tary information enter the physical

world and fuse with the observer’s
thoughts and experiences.

Web site 
<www.kunstmuseenkrefeld.de>; 
<www.namjunepaikaward.de>

Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Los Angeles
Pierre Huyghe
Through February 22, 2015
An adventurer in the no-man’s land
between fiction and reality, memory
and history, Huyghe has spent 
20 years challenging conventional
modes of thinking and existing. His
drawings, sculptures, installations,
photographs, films, and perfor-
mances depend on experimentation
as a creative tool, a means to
metabolize expected situations into
magical journeys of discovery. In 
this 21st-century Wonderland, the
principal actor is a white rabbit
wandering through the film of his
own mindscape. The illusion is more
than a mirage, however. Weaving

dreams and collective mythology
into the web of the ordinary changes
everything: as the fantastic blends
with the organic, the natural
ecosystem starts to draw nourish-
ment from imagination, and every-
thing becomes possible. Arranged
as a single, extraordinary environ-
ment, this show creates a public
space (not unlike a park or garden),
where visitors can walk, reflect, and
immerse themselves in a wide range
of encounters, each one a vital
proposition that “can flow into con-
tingent, biological, mineral and
physical reality.” As Huyghe says, “It’s
not a matter of showing something
to someone so much as showing
someone to something.” In this
composite space, art comes close
enough to life to change it.

Web site <www.lacma.org>

Top left: Heimo Zobernig, Untitled.

Left: Installation view of “Pierre

Huyghe,” Centre Pompidou, 2013–

14: Above: Ulf Aminde and Shi-Wie

Lu, Performing Labor Contracts (to

Love is give). From Nam June Paik

Award 2014.
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Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville
de Paris
Paris
David Altmejd
Through February 1, 2015
Altmejd’s highly idiosyncratic sculp-
tures conjure a “definitive dreamer’s”
world of fascination and terror. Were-
wolves, birds, giants, and deformed
humans inhabit a fractured half-vege-
tal, half-mineral universe of shapes
and organs in gestation, where mir-
rored, crystalline labyrinths shatter
all stability. This “modern Gothic”
sensibility, as one critic has termed 
it, draws from the same surreal well-
spring as the cinematic imagery of
Cronenberg, Lynch, and Barney, struc-

turing, then dispersing mystical allu-
sions in an almost natural flow of
birth, destruction, and rebirth. Sub-
ject to flux and metamorphosis, Alt-
mejd’s work patiently assembles the
sediments of consecutive states, then
reveals all in a sudden explosion of
simultaneity. His first European retro-
spective, which includes new 
and previously unseen works, demon-
strates how his roots in evolutionary
biology have informed an aesthetic
of the ruptured and deteriorating in
which complicated, unsettling truths
replace reassuring absolutes.

Web site <www.mam.paris.fr>

Museum of Arts and Design
New York
Joyce J. Scott
Through March 15, 2015
In Scott’s hands, human adornment
becomes a vehicle for social com-
mentary and a means to confront a
score of controversial issues, includ-
ing hunger, rape, and racial stereo-
types. Challenging traditional
dichotomies between art and craft,
sophistication and naïveté, and
meaning and decoration, she incor-
porates all of these disparate ele-
ments into a varied body of work
that ranges from installation and
sculpture to printmaking, apparel,
and jewelry. “Maryland to Murano”
narrows the focus to two aspects of
her ever-evolving technique, bringing
together beaded and constructed

neckpieces created in her Baltimore
studio and recent blown glass sculp-
tures crafted at the Berengo Studio
on Murano Island in Venice. Pursuing
similar themes and motifs, these two
interrelated bodies of work reveal the
range of Scott’s skill, teasing out the
intricate connections that she draws
across adornment, content, and
methodology.

Web site <www.madmuseum.org>

Museum of Fine Arts
Boston
Shinique Smith
Through March 1, 2015
Smith, who first came to wide atten-
tion in 2002, combines layered
social and cultural references (waste,
disposal, surplus value, and dis-
placement) with a broad array of art
historical sources, including
Abstract Expressionism, color field
painting, Minimalist sculpture, and
Japanese calligraphy. Her sculptures
and installations consist of collec-
tions of found objects and second-
hand clothing, which she wraps into
bulbous bundles or ties together 
to form minimal cubes. Ritualistically
engineered, these works evoke the
nomadism and transience that lurk
behind the “feathering-the-nest”
mentality and the drive to accumu-
late. This survey exhibition, featuring
painting, sculpture, installation,
video, and performance, demon-

strates the nuance behind Smith’s
savvy mix of street sense and salon
acumen. 

Web site <www.mfa.org>

MoMA PS1
Queens, New York
Bob & Roberta Smith
Through February 2, 2014
An artistic enterprise devoted to
bringing anarchy to art through con-
ceptual play, Bob & Roberta Smith
follow a DIY aesthetic that invites
participation and encourages the
idea that art can act as a catalyst for
change. Originally presented at
Pierogi Gallery in 2002 and reprised
here in an expanded form, their cun-
ning Art Amnesty invites profession-
als and amateurs alike to dispose 
of their unwanted artworks—good,

Left: Shinique Smith, Bale Variant

No. 0021 (Christmas). Above: David

Altmejd, The Flux and the Puddle

(detail). Right: Joyce J. Scott, Lazy Girl

Neckpiece. Below right: Bob & Roberta

Smith, Human Beings Throw Away. 
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bad, or indifferent—and retire from
making. For the duration of the show,
anyone can follow the example set
by the Smiths and avail themselves
of the dumpsters located in the
museum courtyard (some restrictions
apply). Those who promise never to
make art again will receive an official
“I am no longer an artist” badge and
may contribute one final drawing to
the gallery exhibition, using materi-
als provided on site. Lest the nihilistic
absurdity get too depressingly real,
the Smiths offer a two-part antidote
in the form of the Art Party—a
pseudo-political party/action started
in 2011 to counter the Tea Party’s 
discourse of austerity, anger, and
despair—and another pledge avail-

able for signing: “I will encourage
children to be all that they can be.
Choose art at school.” These pledges
will be mailed, along with children’s
drawings, to local politicians to
encourage arts funding and educa-
tion, so that future generations won’t
have to face a “life of poverty and
precarious self-employment.”

Web site <http://momaps1.org>

Queens Museum
Queens, New York
Jewyo Rhii
Through February 8, 2015
Rhii’s sprawling, makeshift sculp-
tures and installations stem from
personal, almost subliminal
responses to her immediate envi-

ronment. Made of familiar domestic
elements, these works encapsulate
what has become a commonplace
struggle to cope with an unman-
ageable, constantly changing world.
“Outside the Comfort Zone” shares
its title with a recently published
book by Rhii and the Dutch art his-
torian Irene Veenstra, who spent
nine consecutive days at the artist’s
2011 Van Abbesmuseum exhibition.
Her written reaction to the experi-
ence uses Rhii’s works as jumping-
off points for a wide-ranging,
impressionistic exploration of life,
art history, and contemporary issues.
Now, Rhii responds with a group of
works intended to materialize Veen-
stra’s words, while applying them 
to her current life in Queens. In this
dialogue, an initial set of ideas,
touching on displacement, insecurity,
and vulnerability, continues to spark
ongoing adaptation, improvisation,
and new creative output.

Web site 
<www.queensmuseum.org>

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
New York
Wang Jianwei
Through February 16, 2015
Recognized throughout Asia and
Europe for his bold experiments in
new media, performance, and
installation, Beijing-based Wang
Jianwei examines points of contact
between art and social reality. 
Viewing art-making as a continuous
rehearsal, he follows a process-

based practice rooted in theater
that resists interpretation and alter-
nates between chance and iteration,
fiction and reality. Time Temple, 
his new commission, alludes to the
question of how one thinks of and
experiences time. For Wang, time
is both abstract and real, still and
moving. It implies a state of uncer-
tainty that mirrors his resistance 
to absolute ideologies. Consisting
of large-scale paintings and sculp-
tures, film, and live performance,
this multi-part endeavor comes
together in a rich exploration of
transposition—of forms, ideas, and
potential.

Web site <www.guggenheim.org>

Stedelijk Museum voor Actuele
Kunst (S.M.A.K.)
Ghent, Belgium
Berlinde De Bruyckere
Through February 15, 2015
Among contemporary artists, De
Bruyckere (who represented Belgium
in the last Venice Biennale) is
unique in her ability to see beyond
the form of the human figure and
feel the body as unrelenting physi-
cality—meat, tissue, and sinew. Not
since art imitated the miracle of the
word made flesh has a sculptor cre-
ated such fully enfleshed works. De
Bruyckere, not surprisingly, is fasci-
nated with medieval and early
Renaissance religious imagery (as
well as ancient mythology), and her
recent work finds a contemporary
idiom for the intense physical 
suffering that accompanies incarna-
tion. Her first mid-career survey,
which includes about 100 sculptures,
installations, and drawings, focuses
on the transformations and contra-
dictions at the heart of her vision—
the tensions that haunt the body and
its imagery as sensuality blurs into
compassion and sins of the flesh
shade into sins against the flesh. 

Web site <www.smak.be>

Above: Berlinde De Bruyckere, 

Kreupelhout—Cripplewood. Left:

Wang Jianwei, Time Temple 1. 

Bottom left: Jewyo Rhii, Slope and

Waterproofed Lot.
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Folkestone, U.K.
Thanks to the Folkestone Triennial, a small seaside town (population 45,000) is
well on its way to becoming an art destination. Founded in 2008, the triennial
invites artists from around the world to create public projects that “engage with
Folkestone’s rich cultural history and the town’s built environment.” Though
most of the commissioned projects are temporary, more than a dozen permanent
“Folkestone Artworks” from past shows remain, including works by Christian
Boltanski, Mark Dion, and Tracey Emin.

Last year’s triennial (August 30–November 2, 2014) featured 21 artists
and artist teams, from unknown locals to art world heavyweights Andy
Golds worthy and Yoko Ono, all interpreting the theme of “Lookout” in various
ways. Some took a literal approach—lighthouses and rooftop perches—while
others were more abstract—a new public park and even a choral work written
for a local choir. Near-daily public programming rounded out the triennial,
accompanying the artworks with free events, field trips, workshops, tours
(including a special tour in Nepalese; Folkestone has one of the largest
Nepalese communities in the U.K.), and a conference featuring Nicolas Bour-
riaud as a keynote speaker. 

Pent Houses, by locals Diane Dever and Jonathan Wright, stood out for its
connection to Folkestone’s historical landscape. Using five water towers as
markers, the artists traced the hidden paths of Pent Stream. These waterways
fueled Folkestone’s past prosperity, creating the harbor (which attracted the
first human settlement), providing fresh water, and powering industrial
mills. But when more land was needed for building in the 19th century, the
streams were culverted, and today the water flows untapped and unseen. 
A play on words, Pent Houses also alludes to the fact that real estate values
increase when properties are located near water. 

Similarly playing on the history of the town, Marjetica Potrč and Ooze
Architects built a wind-powered, open-air elevator to climb the Foord Road
Viaduct, which brought the railroad through town just after the Industrial
Revolution, marking “the beginning of Folkestone’s modern age.” The Wind
Lift regularly took visitors up to the top of the viaduct for a panoramic view,
but when the wind stopped, so did the rides, illustrating the inescapable
connection between humanity and nature. 

Just a five-minute walk from the viaduct, Tontine
Street—a busy commercial district bombed by German
air raids in 1917—played host to a cluster of projects,
including Emma Hart’s Giving It All That, a psychologi-
cally acute intervention in an unoccupied, two-story
apartment. A rather anxious person by nature, Hart cre-
ates ceramic sculptures that sweat, spill drinks, and
otherwise embarrass themselves while trying to appear
cool and controlled in stressful situations. The conflict
between our private and public selves (and how we
expose and control our emotions) drove this sometimes
discomfiting project. 

One street over, London-based duo Something & Son
created a rooftop greenhouse that took a more outgoing
and optimistic tone, raising potatoes, peas, and fish all
in the same space—an eco-friendly, conceptual take on
the local favorite, fish and chips. Withervanes, created
by the Detroit-based duo rootoftwo, occupied five addi-
tional rooftops. Installed on top of the tallest buildings
in town, the headless white chicken sculptures spun
and changed color based on software that tracked and
measured “fear on the Internet.” This Neurotic Early
Warning System (as the work’s subtitle identifies its
network of chicken littles) playfully explored the perva-
sive exploitation of fear in our culture. 

A beach town art triennial wouldn’t be complete
without a few projects lining the shore. Krijn de Kon-
ing’s Dwelling broke up the opening to a seaside cave
with colorful architectural elements reminiscent of sea-
side pavilions and beach huts. The Dutch artist also
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Left: Marjetica Potrc! and Ooze Architects, The Wind Lift, 2014.

Steel frame, 60 ft. tall. Above: Diane Dever and Jonathan Wright,

Pent Houses 1-5, 2014. Steel and wood, 5 elements, dimensions

variable.
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installed an identical Dwelling on a terrace
adjacent to the Turner Contemporary in
Margate as part of the same commission.
Less than an hour away, Margate, like Folke -
stone, was once a favored vacation destina-
tion whose popularity dwindled; it, too, has
recently begun a revival under the impetus
of a growing contemporary art collection.
Although the towns are similar, de Koning’s
sites—a beachside cave and an art muse-
um—could not be more different. He was
especially intrigued by the impossibility of
creating the exact same work on both sites. 

Still on the beach, but on the opposite
side of the railroad tracks, one could find
the most popular, and controversial, work
from Folkestone 2014—Michael Sailstorfer’s
Folkestone Digs. After a year of secrecy and
just two days before the triennial opened,
Sailstorfer finally released details about his
commission. He had buried 30 pieces of 24-
karat gold under the sand on the Outer 
Harbour beach. Almost immediately, locals 
of all ages headed down to the beach with
shovels and metal detectors; in an attempt
at fairness, Sailstorfer also buried metal
washers in the sand. Prospectors from both
near and far soon joined the gold rush. 

Although Sailstorfer’s project seemed to
stoke a vicious display of greed, he under-
stands it in a more positive light. Folke-
stone Digs was about pulling a community
together in a common cause, which resulted
in an inadvertent outcome—the creation of
temporary land art that washed away with
every high tide. And people really seemed
to enjoy the project. Those lucky enough 
to find the gold pieces (worth £250 or £500
each) were thrilled, saying they’d use the
money to go on vacation, buy a nice bike,

or invest. Some decided to hold on to their nuggets as keepsakes. But even not-so-fortunate
participants insisted that the adventure itself was exciting and worthwhile. No one
required that the “winners” publicly declare their good fortune, so there might still be a
few pieces out there, making Folkestone Digs an oddly permanent project and a welcome
addition to the town’s growing collection. 

—Elena Goukassian
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Juries are convened each month to select works for Commissions. Information on recently completed commissions, along with high-resolution
digital images (300 dpi at 4 x 5 in. minimum), should be sent to: Commissions, Sculpture, 1633 Connecticut Avenue NW, 4th Floor, Washington,
DC 20009. E-mail <elena@sculpture.org>.

Right: Emma Hart, Giving It All That, 2014. Ceramic

and mixed media, detail of installation. Center:

Michael Sailstorfer, Folkestone Digs, 2014. Partici-

patory performance with gold coins. Bottom: Krijn

de Koning, Dwelling (Margate / Folkestone), 2014.

Wood and paint, detail of installation.
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Penny Harris
BY PAULA LLULL

A Conversation with
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The Cellar and the Grove Snail (detail),

2009. Cast bronze, 26 x 47 x 9 cm. PA
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Paula Llull: You use a particular technique of smelting organic
objects into bronze. Would you explain it in more detail?
Penny Harris: I use a “lost form” technique. I have a shell and a
sprue, just like in the lost wax process, but rather than an object
to melt, I have an object that I can burn. I put that object into
the kiln, and over three days, the combustible organic material
slowly burns until it reaches the carbon state. The carbon then
needs to be completely burned out, otherwise you end up with
chunks of the original object. I finish with a negative space, as 
I would with a lost wax object, but I get rid of it in a different way.

What I like about bronze is that it doesn’t decay easily, and, for
me, it carries metaphors of resilience. I like the poetic of the posi-
tive and negative spaces in casting—the moment when you lose
the object and then bring it back again in a different material.
PL: How do you select the objects to burn?
PH: It can be quite random; I spend a lot of time collecting. Some -
times I just grab things: for instance, mummified, dried vegeta-
bles out of the compost. One time, to my son’s horror, I grabbed
all of his underpants and socks. I do a sweep of domestic objects
and cloth and cast all of them—the detritus of my domestic life.
That’s one selection criterion. I also look at what’s in the studio
and use objects from scrapyards; there was a fantastic industrial
scrapyard in Wollongong where I collected a lot of stuff. Then,
when I cast, I play with the objects, like when I curated “Inter-
Sensorial Threads,” where I referenced frescoes that I had seen in
Paphos. In that piece, I worked with old curtains. I dipped the fab-
ric in very hot wax, which could hold a form, then I manipulated 
it and “froze” it into the final shape.
PL: The use of these materials and techniques is intimately linked
with a particular aspect of archaeology that you have been
researching. Could you tell me about this?
PH: My most recent body of work is very much concerned with
archaeology, especially shipwrecks and their cargo. Right now, 
I am focused on the Manila Galleon, which was the main trade
route of the Spanish empire between the 16th and 17th cen-
turies. I tracked the boats, which would pick up much of their
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Speaking with Australian sculptor Penny Harris about her current body of work opens an exciting conversation about archaeology,
trans-oceanic travel, and interwoven stories. Harris is looking for new challenges, and so, she has been accumulating facts, ideas, and
techniques. All of this material converges in a single goal: to catch time in an object that lets materials talk. It may sound complex,
but when listening to Harris’s motivations, the poetry of her work becomes clear. Bronze, its resilience and surface treatment, drives
the narratives behind her sculptures, which result from the slow burning of real objects. This is the same process enacted at Pompeii
during the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. That tragedy created a magnificent archaeological site, where the ordinary objects of domestic
life are preserved and encased in a kind of poetics—very much like Harris’s work.

Harris is a senior lecturer at the University of Wollongong, where she completed a doctorate of creative arts in 2002. Her thesis
explored the relationships between casting and photography. She has worked as an artist-in-residence at excavations in Paphos,
Cyprus, and has studied the objects salvaged from underwater wreck sites. In 2012, her work was included in the exhibition “Aphro -
dite’s Island: Australian Archaeologists in Cyprus,” at the University of Sydney’s Nicholson Museum. Her recent work explores salvaged
cloth objects through the frame of a substitution process called pseudomorphism. A pseudomorph is a textile fragment preserved and
chemically transformed by the absorption of mineral salts over time. In 2013, she curated “Inter-Sensorial Threads,” which featured
works by an international selection of artists, to further investigate cloth and its materiality. Last year, Montreal’s Art Mûr hosted
a solo exhibition of her work inspired by a Bronze Age shipwreck.
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cargo in China and the Philippines and then continue on to Mexico,
where they picked up silver. They also transported coal and copper
from Cuba back to Spain.

Copper and bronze scrap from another sort of cargo also inter-
ests me. I am working on Roman-era shipwrecks off the coast of
Brindisi, in Italy. I am fascinated by the scrap sculptures that you
can find there, because the Romans transported Greek works
back in their ships and recycled them. I love the idea that these
iconic Greek sculptures were heading to a scrapyard, where they
would be crushed and squashed and prepared for recycling.
PL: When did you first link sculpture and archaeology?
PH: I’ve always had an interest in archaeology and in the process
of decay, as opposed to the resilience of things that stay for cen-
turies on the sea floor. My objects are about materials and sur-
faces, and I am also interested in patination. In 2010, I went with 
a group of artists to dig an excavation site in Cyprus, which is like
one large copper mine. I always wanted to go there, and when I
arrived, I loved it. I went back again the following year and also
visited Bodrum, in Turkey, and its underwater museum. There, I
researched a wreck in Uluburun that included a Cypriot copper
cargo. It became the basis of my first exhibition related to the
subject of archaeology and shipwrecks, “This is a list of the cargo:
as described by Palek,” which was shown in Montreal last year.

Process and materiality have always been very strong interests
for me. Pseudomorphism and the process of petrification are
lovely analogies for casting processes. I am very interested in
how you can transform an object from wood or fabric into bronze: 
it is still the same object, but it has a totally different resilience

because it consists of another material. I’m interested in how objects
can weld or fold together, grow seaweed, and become something
else; they change and develop a different sort of aesthetic. It can be
very difficult to decipher what these forms are until you realize that,
at one point, they were not just one thing, but probably three or
four objects that sat in proximity and fused together. 
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Above: The Fillet, 2013. Cast bronze, 71 x 158 x 8 cm. Right: The Petrified Poem

(Mop), 2013. Cast bronze, 28 x 29 x 3 cm.
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PL: In your previous body of work, the narratives of the objects had great
importance. In fact, you say that postmodern narrative has had a strong
influence on your work because of its capacity to interweave multiple 
stories within a single narrative. At this stage, does narrative have the same
weight for you, or has it been replaced by process and materials?
PH: I am very interested in postmodern storytelling; a lot of my works have
a structure in which the stories are very layered, very complex. I think that
what I’m doing at the moment is constructing a story around trade, coloniza-
tion, and the shipwrecks. Various periods in the world’s history have been
surprisingly global, but at the same time, we know the terrible colonial sto-
ries of exploitation. It is really hard to think just in a linear way. Using the
same sorts of strategies employed by the postmodern novel allows me to
understand where and how all of these many threads might come together and
make sense to me, just through my work. Though other people will make sense
of these things in completely different ways, I reference them in a poetic way. 

I usually have a character or a muse with whom I almost converse. In the
last body of work, it was Mr. Doubt, a character from a Günter Grass novel.
This time, copper becomes the character. It is very odd; as I track this cargo
around the world, the material itself, rather than a person, has become the
central character in my constructed story. 

On the other hand, for the Manila Galleon work in particular, I’m inter-
ested in rolls of silk that originated in China and in any other kind of fabric—
even domestic ones, like trunks of clothes. I like the notion of almost
capturing them in mid-movement. With shipwrecks, everything floats, falls,
and, at some point, lands on the sea floor, where it remains frozen in time. 
I am interested in these kinds of references, which give a snapshot of what 
the vessels were carrying or who was there—that’s the narrative in itself. 
PL: Some aspects of your work, like the research into old shipwrecks, make me
think of a recent trend in contemporary art in which the artist is a kind of histo-
rian, revisiting official historical accounts. Do you consider your work in this way?
PH: I enjoy the historical research, but I feel more like I am doing it for a
novel rather than for the research itself. It is much more about process, in
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Above: The Petrified Poem (Rope), 2013. Cast bronze, found brass rope, and found alu-

minum speaker, 63 x 175 x 30 cm. Left: This is a list of the cargo: as described by Palek

(function unknown XII), 2014. Bronze and brass, 35 x 16 x 3 cm.
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terms of how I can make the work, but I’m not sure if the objects
themselves tell that story. Maybe it is not a question of my inten-
tion; I feel as if I am interpreting the historical research into a more
poetic form. I see my work as constructing abstracted poems rather
than trying to illustrate my research. Nevertheless, I think that the
archaeological allegory is certainly there, and certainly strong. 
PL: Is there any other material, apart from bronze, that attracts
you and that might find a way into this new stage of your work?

PH: Through the research that I’ve done in Latin America looking
at colonial mining, I’ve become interested in ships that carried
silver ingots back to Asia. I am interested in an Indonesian ritual,
which dates from the spice trade, in which they use silver in their
wedding gift exchanges. Right now, I am learning silver casting
so that I can integrate it into my work along with bronze. 

Paula Llull is a writer living near Sydney.
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Top: This is a list of the cargo: as described by Palek (function unknown II), 2014. Bronze, 46 x 48 x 8 cm. Above and detail: This is a list of the cargo: as described

by Palek (function unknown VIII), 2014. Bronze, 49 x 42 x 10 cm. 
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Exploding      Constraints
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E.V. Day
A Conversation with CatFight, 2011–14. 2 replica saber-

toothed tiger skeletons, silver 

leaf, monofilament, and hardware,

approx. 15 x 15 x 15 ft CO
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Christopher Hart Chambers: Do you attempt to please the public,
or do you try to shock them?
E.V. Day: When I was between college and grad school, I worked
for an artist in Los Angeles. He said, “E.V., if you wanted to be
famous, you know how to do it, you’re smart enough to do it. You
have a choice.” I wasn’t trying to—he was dealing with his own
ego—but he was saying that I could do it: take these things that
are seductive to an audience and make something shocking. 

Artists come from all different places in terms of how they
make work, and I’m responding to things as I relate to the world. 
I grew up around a lot of superficial beauty, some of which I found

humorous—you just can’t believe it because it’s so packaged. How
could that not just be boring? When I went to college, I studied
painting, drawing, and sculpture at the very, very end. After my third
year, I thought, “There’s no way I’m going to get out of school,
paint figures, and make a living and pay rent, there’s just no way.”
Delivering pizzas wasn’t going to cut it either. I decided that I was
doing sculpture because I didn’t believe in the illusion of painting. 
I felt very strongly about it, and I attached ideas to Constructivist and
Deconstructivist architecture and art, which gave me a place to start.

I had some strange experiences, being young in the city. It wasn’t
like I was putting myself into these situations, but you attract
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BY CHRISTOPHER HART CHAMBERS

After several years of working for private art dealers and artists in their studios,
and generally pounding the pavement as young artists do, E.V. Day was content
exhibiting in nonprofit venues when the thunderbolt struck. A curator who had
shown her work while she was still in grad school at Yale called out of the blue,
inviting her to participate in the 2000 Whitney Biennial. As you might imagine,
Day’s life took a somewhat different trajectory after that call. She had never had a solo exhibition. She had
no gallery representation. She actually asked the curator if she was with Publisher’s Clearing House, like Ed
McMahon announcing an oversized check. Artist friends started treating Day differently, while dealers and
curators began to seek her out. Her most recent solo show opened at Mary Boone in September 2014.

Left: G-Force, 2001–present. Thongs,

resin, faux pearl, monofilament, and

hardware, dimensions variable. Above:

Cherry Bomb Vortex, 2002. Red sequin

dresses, stainless steel mirror, mono -

filament, and turnbuckles, approx.

9.58 x 8.5 x 8.5 ft. 
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people. Once, when I was in Midtown
temping, a guy, who looked like my dad,
grabbed my boobs. So, I wanted to put
together the violence and the humor of
that—it’s just so funny. Why would some-
one grab your boobs? It’s hilarious in a
way, and weird.

I had a background in Modernist painting,
which I really appreciated when I got to
grad school because, though I felt my aes-
thetic moving on, I still felt related to it; for-
malism wasn’t so much a put-on for me as
with some artists. They like to change their
styles. I change my materials, but my work
still conveys things that I’m interested in.
CHC: So you jumped to sculpture from a
conceptual platform rather than training
traditionally?
EVD: I never wanted to sculpt like I had
painted a figure. I never wanted to sculpt 
a figure or solid things—I realized I couldn’t.
I wanted to make spatial things, and I
wanted to use more literal objects in the
sense of “this is a bowl of nuts, and you
put it there.”

CHC: So, your materials are purchased rather than found and rearranged. It’s almost like
three-dimensional collage.
EVD: They’re also found.
CHC: But never actually made. You wouldn’t sculpt a femur, for example.
EVD: No, though I look for ways of doing that because I like the process. I am actually
good at it, and it’s very satisfying as a craft, but it’s never the entire piece. I love doing
pencil drawings of nude figures, but I haven’t found a way that they make sense to me
as complete artworks.
CHC: So, you don’t make sketches for the sculptures?
EVD: I do, but they’re more like notes, not what I consider a “drawing.”
CHC: Your work has been described as “feminist.” I don’t really get what that word means
in relation to your art. Can you remark on that? Or maybe you disagree.
EVD: I can remark on it. My dad once asked me, “Are you a feminist, like are you a dyke?”
Feminist to me means pro-female, as opposed to saying anti-female. 
CHC: Would you say your work is feminine, but not necessarily feminist? 
EVD: I would definitely say feminist because I believe in the word; it’s straightforward,
not exclusionary. 
CHC: I am still not sure I understand it in relation to your work. I can see the exploding
bridal gowns as a rebellious stance, but not the cat fights. 
EVD: It’s funny. People will see CatFight and ask, “What’s up with the dinosaur bones?”
That’s what they see. Bride Fight, which clearly included wedding dresses, was about
exploding the idea of what a bride is; and a bride isn’t necessarily female anymore,
thank god. You don’t have to be gender female; it’s about the props and the styling.
That’s the way I’ve seen the world since I don’t know when. There are no figures, so it’s
crystal clear that the feminine, princess-bride stuff does not assign to a gender. It’s a
trope, it’s a style, it’s a way of being. It’s not about your gender—it’s about masking. It’s
about masquerade, like so much about gender and sexuality and partners. For me,
androgyny is freedom. When I was growing up, I was expected to be a girly girl, and I
never related to it. I was at friction with that whole concept—being stuffed into a
dress—and most women just take it as a given because they’re not even thinking about
it. Being uncomfortable in the frills made me aware of being judged just for being
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Bride Fight, 2006. 2 vintage white silk bridal gowns,

2 tiaras, 2 veils, 2 pairs of shoes, 2 pairs of gloves,

hairpiece, garters, panties, faux-pearl necklace,

mono filament, fishing tackle, and turnbuckles,

approx. 11.5 x 18 x 16 ft. 
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female as a kid, in graduate school, and beyond. The women who came before me are
most important to me. I was born in the late ’60s. My generation of women is freer than
any previous generation. I didn’t have to burn my bra. I owe these people so much. They
paved the way for us to develop our voices. So, I believe in the word feminist. I go to
schools, lecture about my work, and do studio visits, and many times young students
raise their hands and ask, “Don’t you feel pigeonholed by being called a feminist? That’s 
so retro.” I always answer, “If there weren’t feminists, you wouldn’t be in school here
today, honey.” 
CHC: So, if you were to pigeonhole your work in a category or label, that’s what you
would call it?
EVD: I would be proud to. And I would hope to have a couple of other categories there, too.
CHC: Could you describe your creative process? Do things come to you in a flash? 
EVD: I usually have a lot of different materials that I’m thinking about. A lot of times,
they’re something new that I want to work with; I’ll see an image flash, and that’ll be a
starting point. Or I’ll have something in my mind, and it is like a flash. But then, I’ll get
into it and develop it. It needs to have levels and layers, really two opposing aspects,

before it all comes together. There’s a lot
of research to do—like with Butterfly, a
commission for Lincoln Center. I knew very
little about opera. I’d seen Madame But-
terfly—the story is just painful. I learned
about the characters from the wardrobe
designers, and it was the costumes of the
characters who suffer that were worth
revising or twisting.
CHC: Do you think your work could have
been done 50 or 25 years ago? 
EVD: Maybe 25, but I’d be a lot lonelier. I’d
be dead already.
CHC: Speaking of posthumous concerns,
are your installations mapped out for pos-
terity?
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Top: Divas Ascending, 2009. Retired wardrobe from New York City Opera, steel rings, monofilament,

and hardware, 10 x 6 x 6 ft. Above and right: Details of Carmen (Carmen, Bizet), 2009. 
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EVD: Yes, I make very detailed instruction guides for the placement of points
and so forth. Catfight has a whole book. It’s built so that every line goes in a
sequential order. Now we can throw the book away because we’re never
going to install it in the same space again. We’ll keep the method of the sys-
tem, but we don’t need to keep every single measurement.
CHC: The cages are basically smaller versions of the room.
EVD: Ideally, I would like the cage to be the actual size of the room so that
the gallery becomes the cage. In some works, I would like the strings to con-
tinue their trajectory beyond the building, through the walls and the ceiling.
But it’s a problem to do that in public spaces. Say you scale the cage up so
that the walls are 10 feet high. Strings are going from the walls to the ceiling.
I wouldn’t have to worry about people passing through or the walls falling
down. I would like to work that way.
CHC: The smaller ones are more object-oriented and therefore saleable. What
is the financial rubric for your enterprise, especially the larger installations? I
suppose there are some zany zillionaires who might like to have saber-toothed
tigers fighting over their living room, but there can’t be all that many of them.
EVD: I’m hoping that Mary Boone knows them. I originally made CatFight at
Artpace, the residency in San Antonio. They commission you to make a work
in about three months. They give you a huge studio, and that becomes your

exhibition space. You can do whatever the hell you
want. They also give you money, a stipend, materials,
and people to make stuff. 

I have been very fortunate to continue making a
living from my work. I sort of envy artists who make
their 20 paintings a year, and a collage and a photo 
of the same images, and send them out into the world
at three different price points. But I don’t work that
way. I haven’t been able to make sense of doing that 
or why you would need so many of them. My work is
hand-labor intensive. One gallerist told me, “You’ve
got to get your hands off your work or you will be
held back in the marketplace.” But the way I work,
after I’ve got a piece going, there’s a gesture; and 
it surprises me that it’s helpful, but it has to keep going. 
I haven’t figured out how to manufacture a spatial
installation without my hands. It has to be natural and
spontaneous. I should be more career-minded in how
I make my work if I’m going to keep doing it. 

Christopher Hart Chambers is an artist and writer living
in New York.
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Left: Bridal Supernova, 2006. Barbie bridal gown and accessories,

monofilament, fishing tackle, steel cage, and stand, 6.83 x 3.5 

x 3.5 ft. Above: Saarinen’s Mother I, 2008. Silk crotchless panties,

resin, blown glass, monofilament, Plexiglas vitrine, stainless

steel hardware, and mirror, 7 x 2.33 x 2.33 ft.
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Of Empathy,
Appropriation,
and Time

BY EDWARD M. GÓMEZ

Gillian
Jagger
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Rift, 1999. Calf stanchions, animal bones,

farm implements, and barbed wire, 11 x

30 x 20 ft. View of installation at Jagger’s

studio. D
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How do you solve a problem like Gillian
Jagger’s label-defying work? It does not fit
into any familiar art-market niche and 
confounds many of the art establishment’s
trend-conscious poobahs. It is not postmod-
ern-ironic, nor does she send her designs 
out to nameless fabricators to be manufac-
tured—bigger, shinier, more expensive—
and then sold to trophy-seeking Russian
oligarchs or oil-rich Qataris. Certainly, many
of her mixed-media works are large—and
complex and unusual, too—sometimes
incorporating the dried bodies of dead ani-
mals or rusty sections of farm implements.
Despite or perhaps because of their strange-
ness, her sculptures do not traffic in one-
trick sensations; instead, they conjure
resonant, ambiguous emotions and atmos-
pheres that feel at once primordial and
timeless, charged with some kind of unnam -
able, soulful/psychic energy.

Jagger, who is now in her early 80s and
has lived for several decades in the rural
Hudson Valley, northwest of Manhattan,
says, “As human beings, we’re intercon-
nected with each other and with nature.
We are or we should be, that is, and I want
my works to reflect that idea.” Jagger is a
professor emerita of Pratt Institute, where
she taught for 40 years. She continues to
teach, in the role of visiting critic, at the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

She was born in London in 1930; her father,
the sculptor Charles Sergeant Jagger, had
studied at the Royal College of Art and won
the Prix de Rome. He was awarded a medal
for his valorous service in World War I and
later created monuments depicting British
soldiers heroically, in a realist style. His best-
known work is the Royal Artillery Memorial
at Hyde Park Corner, in London. 

Charles Sargent Jagger died when Gillian
was a little girl. After her mother married a
coal magnate from upstate New York, the
family moved to Buffalo. Jagger remembers,
“Within minutes of getting married and
then heading with us girls to the States, it
was clear that there was no understanding
between them.” A few years later, she was
devastated when her older sister died 
of spinal meningitis at the age of 12. Jagger
recalls, “I went dead for a year. I didn’t speak.
I refused to go to school.” Throughout her
childhood, Jagger displayed an interest in

art and a natural proficiency as a draftsman.
Recently, she recollected, “My sister and I
spent hours on end in our father’s studio,
making pictures or clay figures. I suppose I
learned by watching; plus drawing came
easily to me. My father was classically
trained and made bas-relief and freestanding
sculptures, so I acquired an understanding
of the relationship between drawing and
three-dimensional form, and about how cer-
tain materials could be used.”

After studying painting at Carnegie Tech
(now Carnegie Mellon University) in Pitts-
burgh, Jagger moved to New York to pursue
a master’s degree in painting at New York
University. In Manhattan, Andy Warhol, an
older Carnegie Tech graduate, was a sup-
portive pal. In the 1950s and 1960s, Jagger
brought sculptural elements into her semi-
abstract paintings, including plaster casts of
manhole covers that she had made on city
streets. “Manhole Covers Make for Hole-
some Art,” quipped an August 1964 head-
line of a New York World-Telegram article
about Jagger’s working methods. 

In the fall of that year, Jagger presented
a solo exhibition of mixed-media “paintings”
at New York’s now-defunct Ruth White Gal -
lery. Some incorporated plaster casts of

Manhattan manhole covers. “One of them
was mounted on a big board, on which I
had painted a yellow line,” she says. “Sev-
eral men had to carry it up five flights of
stairs, because it didn’t fit in the elevator.
When I told the dealer, Ruth White, that I
had been called a ‘sculptor’ in the newspa-
per, she said, ‘If it takes five men to carry
your piece up the stairs, you cannot call it
a painting. It’s a sculpture.’”

To Jagger’s dismay, the media threw her
into the Pop camp, a response that frus-
trated her: “I wasn’t trying to be detached
in the Pop Art way. Instead, I wanted my
works to feel real; that’s why I put ‘real’
objects in them.” For a while, she withdrew
from the Manhattan art world; she moved
to New Jersey and focused on caring for
horses, one of her enduring passions. 

Eventually, she resumed making casts,
experimenting with plaster, sodium algi-
nate (used to make teeth-impression molds),
cement, and lead. After casting the man-
holes, to make one form, she says, “I stuck
my own rear end in plaster.” Similarly, in
the 1970s, using plaster or malleable poly -
ure thane foam, she made casts of the
impressions left by her friends’ bodies after
they had slid through sand; of horses’ hoof-
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Rift (detail), 1999. 
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prints; of a dead cat; of tire tracks made by
heavy vehicles like Jeeps; and, during a trip
to Kenya in 1975 with her companion (and
now spouse), Consuelo Mander, of a baby
buffalo’s legs. “I hauled 60 pounds of sodium
alginate with me to Africa,” Jagger recalls.
“I made castings of tomb walls in Egypt, but
it was the look, shape, and atmosphere of
Kenya’s volcanic landscape that really moved
me.” She started paying attention to the
forms and textures of the earth’s surface—
years later, she would visit western Ireland’s
rocky Burren coast, too—and to their subtle
function as nature’s markers of the passage
of time.

Jagger’s work began to reflect a confluence
of interrelated themes that had long inter-
ested her. These included the natural cycle
of life and death, the fragility or vulnerability
of living things, and an insistence on appre-
hending and depicting reality as it is—some -
times painful, complex, or confounding—
without intervening in typical, artistic ways
to portray it through illusion-creating or
stylizing techniques. Not for Jagger was Pop
Art’s winking regard for and representation
of its subjects, from fast food and soup cans
to beach balls and shiny cars. “If I could
have ripped real manhole covers out of the
pavement and used them in my ‘paintings,’ 
I would have done so,” she says, “Making
rubbings or plaster casts was the only way
I could keep this subject matter clean and
true, not change it and bring it into my art.”
Jagger admits that she was reacting against
her drawing skills, too: “I could have made
accurate pictures of what had captured my
interest, but that would have been too arty
for me. I was casting facts, because I couldn’t
believe in arty metaphors.”

Her works became larger and more com-
plex. When encountered in person, some of
her mixed-media creations are every bit as
startling as Damien Hirst’s cut-up cows dis-
played in formaldehyde-filled tanks, but
without their calculated shock value. Among
Among them: Rift (1999), a phantasmagoria
of airborne animal bones, barbed wire, and
ominous, metal stanchions that once held
milk cows in place in their barns, and Side-
ways (2008), two massive tree trunks joined
by a stone slab, a construction that resem-
bles a gigantic clothespin hanging horizon-
tally from the ceiling. 
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Above and detail: Sideways, 2008. Wood, steel, and stone, 10 x 12 x 30 ft. View of installation at Jagger’s

studio. Below: Absence of Faith, 2002. Plaster, wire, and mixed media, 12 x 7 x 6 ft. View of installation

at Jagger’s studio. 
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In time, the signature components in many
of Jagger’s works became large sections of
dead or fallen trees. These are the works for
which she has become best known. To make
them, she looks for unusually shaped trunks
in the forest on her property. Aided by Tom
Motzer, a skilled carpenter and builder who
has also helped her tackle structural-engi-
neering challenges, she then hauls them back
to her studio barns with a heavy-duty trac-
tor. Jagger might paint or cut her appropriated-
from-nature materials, but generally her
artistic interventions are modest and decisive.

“I might look at an old tree for a year
before taking it away,” she explains. “To
me, these trees hold something special. It’s
as though they know something, as though
they speak a language, and if we could just
learn it, it would comfort us.” Jagger, an
experienced rider, says that she approaches
trees with the same affection she feels for
horses and other animals. 

“Why did I start using trees?” she asks. She
explains that, in 1990, when she was using
lead to cast impressions of tree bark, a close
friend was diagnosed with a degenerative
disease. “The lead and a hollowed-out tree

came together in a piece I was working on.
When I dragged that big tree into the stu-
dio, it was like a scream for life. I opened it
up and hung it from chains from the ceiling,
and when my sick friend came to see the
piece, she rolled right into it in her wheel-
chair, as though that’s where she belonged.” 

The artist Kiki Smith knows Jagger and is
familiar with her work. She told me that she
found it “rough and visceral,” adding, “It’s
physically compelling in ways some artists’
works are not.” Smith noted, too, that the
very visible chain hoists that often suspend
Jagger’s tree sculptures appear as integral
parts of the works, giving them an edgy
sense of contingency, of “feeling like they’re
temporary.” Jagger agrees. Sometimes, as in
Absence of Faith (2002), a fragmented, plas-
ter-cast sculpture of a horse, she suspends
the components of a multi-part work from
the ceiling using more delicate, thin-gauge
wires instead. A sense of physical tension,
which Jagger associates with the human
body’s vulnerabilities and sense of gravity,
pervades such constructions, as does 
an implied sense of movement. By contrast,
a huge piece like Berlinde De Bruyckere’s 
Kreupelhout—Cripplewood (2012–13), which
replicates a massive, uprooted elm tree 
in wax, with thickets of branches wrapped 
up like bandaged limbs, also alludes to life,
death, and decay, but its emphatically static
nature is part of its impact, as is its melo-
dramatic air. Jagger says, “Tom and I go to
great lengths to figure out how to hang or
support these heavy pieces, which make
you keenly aware of their mass, weight,
and volume. Some of them are big, lumpy
things, but they look and feel as light as
ballet dancers.” 

In Jagger’s recent solo exhibition at John
Davis Gallery in Hudson, New York, engi-
neering prowess came together with her
abiding interest in animals, human nature
(or expressions of the human spirit), and
material experimentation. And Then, And
Now (2013), a sculpture of a bucking bull
made of chicken wire and interwoven, 
plastic-covered electrical wires of varying
thicknesses, is related to Of the Bull (2012), 
a mural-size rendering of the same subject
in pastel chalk on paper and acetate sheets.
Both works were inspired by prehistoric
paintings and sculptures that Jagger saw
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Above: Installation view with (left) And Then And

Now, 2013, plastic-coated electrical wire, brass,

copper, chicken wire, and cable, 6 x 7 x 12 ft.; and

(right) Of The Bull, 2012, charcoal and acrylic pastel

on collaged paper, 11 x 11 ft. Left: Detail of And

Then And Now, 2013.
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during a 2012 trip to the Dordogne region of
southwestern France. There, she visited L’Abri
de Cap Blanc, a rock shelter that lies just to
the east of the Eyzies Caves. 

“What I saw profoundly moved me,” she
says. “A carved wall relief featured nearly a
dozen wild animals. In front of a deep inden-
tation in the wall lay the skeletal remains of 
a curled-up human figure—presumably the
woman who had sculpted these animals
some 17,000 years ago. Through this power-
ful work, this ancient, unknown artist con-
vinced me that she had felt and believed in
the power of empathy—with the animals,
with nature—to give life meaning.”

Back in her studio, Jagger worked on the
bull picture, which recalls ancient cave
paintings in its size and flatness; her image,
though, features some skillful foreshortening,
a tour de force of fine draftsmanship. Eager
to translate her subject into three-dimen-
sional form, Jagger felt that “it would have
been false for me to try to respond to 
he prehistoric artist’s work using my usual
materials or the materials of her time. I felt
that if I were to reach back so far in time
and space, I’d have to use a very light mate-
rial, so came the wires. As this sculpture
developed, I felt I had to rush to keep up
with it, because it was evolving with or

without me, like something that mattered
unto itself.”

In his 1925 treatise, The Dehumanization
of Art, a book with which Jagger is familiar,
the Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gas-
set was prescient; considering still-evolving,
early 20th-century art forms, he noted that
they tended to regard art “as a game and
nothing more,” to possess “an essential
irony,” and to lack any sense of “transcen-
dence whatsoever.” He also postulated what
he called realidad vivida (“worldly reality”) 
or realidad humana (“human reality”), by
which he meant the worldview of any indi-
vidual based on the sum of his or her life’s
experiences. Such an outlook can be both
objective and subjective; every person has
one, and, by extension, it might be said
that all humans share a common worldview
as members of the same species, an outlook
based on uniquely human perceptions,
knowledge, and emotions. 

Jagger’s creations are touching a nerve
with viewers who are concerned about the
environment. Some of her sculptures have
just been shown at David Lewis Gallery in
New York, where they attracted a new audi-
ence of younger art enthusiasts. Jagger’s
work implicitly taps into that kind of funda-
mental human sensibility and, from there,

gently reaches for the spiritual. It also seems
to ply the depths of what Carl Jung called
the “collective unconscious”—a humanity-
wide repository of shared, psychic, enduring
knowledge and experience. The painter Bar-
bara Gordon, a former student of Jagger’s
who, with her husband, Richard Schlesinger,
made Casting Faith: A Portrait of Gillian Jag-
ger (2002), notes in that documentary film:
“Gillian’s work is not conceptual. It’s about
connections—to land, animals, natural pat-
terns.” It reminds us, she says, “about how
art helps us live in the world.” In the film,
John Perreault observes, “As far as I can tell,
there is not an ounce of irony in Gillian’s
work…She’s not sarcastic or ironic. In a
sense, she’s not iconic either.” 

With its allusions to natural forces and its
inherent spiritual values, Jagger’s work, one
could argue, claims empathy and time as
central themes. She wants us to stop and
think about the character of the trees or
animals whose traces or remains appear in
her works, and how we might relate to them
in a grander scheme of life, death, aware-
ness, and enduring soul. That kind of propo-
sition, however, can be a very hard sell.

Edward M. Gómez is a critic and senior
editor of Raw Vision.
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4th Configuration of Horses Ran By, 2014. Latex, plaster, and rebar, 40 x 22 x 8 ft.
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Ian McMahon
BY SUZANNE BEAL
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S Cascade, 2014. Plaster and

wood scaffolding, 22 x 45

x 30 ft. 
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From mobile tractor-trailers to former churches, Ian McMahon’s site-specific
work transforms alternative spaces. His sculptures are as much about the
appreciation of form as they are about erasure. In other words, enjoy them
while they last. They’re anything but permanent.

Created in 1998, the Seattle-based nonprofit gallery Suyama Space is located
smack-dab in the middle of the architectural studio Suyama Peterson Deguchi.
Back in the old days, the space functioned as a livery stable, turning with the
tide into an automotive garage in 1929 and remaining as such until George
Suyama took over the building in 1995. With the aid of curator Beth Sellars,
Suyama then transformed the interior courtyard into a dedicated exhibition
space. Since 2000, it has hosted three artists a year, each one asked to create
in the midst of an active working environment and in response to the build-
ing’s unique architecture: wide plank floors, concrete walls, and a soaring,
open-beam ceiling. For McMahon, the primary concern was how to avoid
coating the entire interior of the building, and its inhabitants, with a layer of
fine dust as he installed Cascade—two floor-to-ceiling, theater-style curtains
constructed entirely of plaster.

McMahon, who was born in Ithaca, New York, received a BFA in ceramics
from Alfred University. Though he had worked with clay for years, at Alfred,
he became interested in it as a raw material. “The kiln, firing clay, and taking
it through other processes took out all of the excitement and energy for me,”
he says. “I was interested in seeing it age. Develop cracks. Dry out. Its flexibil-
ity fascinated me.” While still in the undergraduate program, McMahon and
his colleagues sought out companies that would loan them 10,000 pounds of
raw clay to use in collaborative installations. They’d work with the material,
then return it post-exhibition to the company, where it could be put back out
for sale. 
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Above and detail: Cascade, 2014. Plaster and wood scaffolding, 22 x 45 x 30 ft.
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In 2005, McMahon purchased a tractor-trailer (dubbed Semi
Gallery) that he decked out as a mobile display space for unfired
installations. He drove it to the Area 405 Gallery in Baltimore for
the National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts (NCECA)
conference: “I liked that it could function in any context, going
from a cornfield in Kansas to the heart of New York City.” 

Clay as a “morphable” raw material and transient space prompted
McMahon to develop works steeped in temporality. But it wasn’t
until he entered Virginia Commonwealth University’s MFA program
that he discovered a material whose possibilities were seemingly
endless. “Plaster offered rigor, beauty, and spectacle just by adding
water,” he says, “and it allowed me to work at a much grander scale.” 

Cascade was an excellent case in point. Consisting of two 20-
foot-high, undulating, floor-to-ceiling curtains, this tour de force
was erected by hanging a whopping 1,600 square feet of rubber
sheeting from the ceiling, spraying it with layer upon layer of
plaster mix, and then removing the rubber foundation once the
plaster had settled. Beautiful, albeit brittle, the work could very
well have been a disaster. “With plaster, I push it. It pushes me
back,” McMahon says. “It’s very collaborative. But sometimes it
says, ‘You’re asking me to do something I can’t do.’” In the case
of Cascade, the plaster played nicely. The monumental work
reached up toward the light and down to earthly viewers.

Over the course of a month, McMahon worked the nightshift,
creating Cascade in the wee hours in order to avoid disrupting
the day-to-day operations of the architecture studio. And yet, the
employees of Suyama Peterson Deguchi played a major role in

the work’s success. Each time they passed through either of its
arched openings, the work was transformed from sculpture to
silent theatrical presentation. “All the world’s a stage,” wrote
Shakespeare, “And all the men and women merely players.”

Experienced from the inside, Cascade formed an intimate, semi-
enclosed, dream-like space reminiscent of a private chapel or a
recently emptied apartment. But seen from the outside, it evoked
a sense of drama and tension, a staged scene about to unfold.
And, like a play, it existed only for a moment in time. “I love the
medium,” McMahon says, “but I also love the fact that it’s a
breakable material. It’s not going to be here for very long.”

Curtains are, by nature, fluid elements. And yet they definitively
separate inner from outer. During the Victorian era, private homes 
in London were considered a zone of precious refuge, and curtains
kept the foul external elements of industrialization at bay. The
interior of Cascade was as smooth as glass. The outside remained
roughly textured and pockmarked, with lumpy puddles of fallen
plaster at its base. But with Cascade, there was no “safe” place.
Standing inside, you felt as if you were being watched, even in
private. Standing outside, you were exposed as gawking. Cascade
wasn’t intended as consciously activist art, and yet, no one got
in or out unscathed.

Like a number of McMahon’s recent works, Cascade introduced
audiences to process as much as performance. In 2012, McMahon
and his partner purchased the Belfry—an artist-run exhibition
venue housed in a former Methodist church in Hornell, New York.
McMahon has built a relationship with this space via construction
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and inhabitation, just as he does in his installations. He constructed Double
Hull at the Belfry.

Double Hull—16-by-9-by-6-foot plaster behemoth whose construction was
dependent on McMahon finding a way to get into the heart of his work—
looked like a pair of enormous pillows standing on end and hugging a small
black box between them. Resembling a cross between the work of Jeff Koons
and Fernando Botero, the blown-up, rotund form threatened to outgrow its
space. For Double Hull, McMahon built two inflated plastic molds, then used
the box in the middle to climb inside, shuttling back and forth between them
as he sprayed their respective interiors with thin layers of plaster. Once the
plaster forms had dried, he removed the molds, leaving the fleshy white exte-
rior. The work was on view for two months before McMahon documented its
destruction on video. “With Double Hull, I began to acknowledge the space
in which it was shown in order to get the most out of the work’s material
presence and construction,” he says. “From this point on, I began addressing
my work as a moment in time rather than as a sculpture.” 

One year later, he created A Momentary Event with a Sculpture at the Bemis
Center for Contemporary Arts. Like Cascade, Momentary Event took the form 
of a curtain, but it was smaller (16 x 25 x 7 feet). It took a week to make, remained
on view for a mere three hours, and was publicly destroyed by McMahon in
the span of a second—an event that he insists was just as important as the
construction. To quote Shakespeare once more, “We are time’s subjects, and
time bids be gone.” McMahon isn’t interested in making things last. On the
contrary, he admits to spending years laboriously building works just to see
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them crumble. “Isn’t that sad?” he asked
ironically during a recent lecture. “But the
finale is part of the work itself.”

There is nothing new about artists who
destroy their own work. Gerhard Richter,
Germany’s best-known painter, made head-
lines when it was revealed that he’d inten-
tionally slashed his work with a box cutter
and burned it with the trash from his stu-
dio. But these acts were done in private and
largely as a means of retaining control
over his oeuvre. In the case of McMahon,
destruction is a family affair—a way of cel -
ebrating the existence of the work, and in
the process, honoring our individual exis-
tence as well. Cascade was an intensely
time-consuming and physically demanding
project involving two-tiered scaffolding,
hand-built winches, applied roof supports,
masses of rubber sheeting, and 4,000 pounds
of plaster. And partially because of that,
McMahon couldn’t wait to see it go down.
On Sunday, August 17, at 5:00 pm, his cur-

tains at Suyama Space were destroyed: “My work is temporal, meant to be consumed and
viewed in relation to the time frame of the architecture that it inhabits.” 

The show must go on. But must it, really? “People should know that if they don’t make it
down to see a work, that’s it, there’s not going to be another chance,” says McMahon. “This
isn’t going to be folded up and wheeled out. You miss seeing it here and it’s just gone.” 

Suzanne Beal is a writer based in Seattle.
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Zilia Sánchez defies categorical definition. Her high-relief, shaped canvases hover between
painting and sculpture. A breakout art world success at the age of 87, she is a Cuban
national, who has lived off the island since the revolution, and she creates apolitical
work. Sánchez joins such venerable late-life art stars as Louise Bourgeois, Carmen Herrera,
and Maria Lassnig as a living exemplar of the Guerrilla Girls joke about the advantages
of being a woman artist—“knowing that your career might pick up after you’re 80.” 
In response to Sánchez’s 2013 solo show at Artists Space, her first New York exhibition
since 1984, Holland Cotter exclaimed in the New York Times: “Altogether there is nothing
in New York galleries like this work, which has a boldness and strangeness entirely its
own. Why we have had to wait this long to have a survey is a mystery.”1 One explanation
for Sánchez’s obscurity was her decision in 1972 to relocate from New York to Puerto
Rico, where she has quietly labored and taught ever since.

Sánchez’s career has triangulated between the Caribbean, Spain, and New York, just
as her work skirts the boundaries of Art Informel, Minimalism, post-Minimalism, and
Neo-Concretism. Born in Havana in 1926, she began her art training as a child with Victor
Manuel García (known as Victor Manuel), a leader of the Vanguardia movement credited
with introducing School of Paris Modernism to Cuban painting; he also happened to 
be a next-door neighbor. Sánchez studied architecture briefly at the University of Havana,
before enrolling at the prominent San Alejandro National School of Fine Art. She had her
first solo exhibition of paintings at the Havana Lyceum in 1953. When asked whether she
was associated with either group of abstract artists active in Cuba in the 1950s, Los Once
(The Eleven) or Los Diez Pintores Concretos (The Ten Concrete Painters), she observed
that they were all men and she did not exhibit with them. She also commented that her
work was turned down many times in the course of her career because it was neither
painting nor sculpture.2
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When Fidel Castro’s revolution altered the
course of Cuban history in 1959, Sánchez
had been traveling back and forth for sev-
eral years to study art and conservation 
in Spain. In Madrid, she came into contact
with Antoni Tàpies and his experimental
approach to unconventional techniques and
materials such as varnish, marble dust, 
and folded and torn cardboard. She was also
influenced by Tàpies’s incorporation of an
invented iconography of line in his mixed-
media works, comparing his inscriptions
with tattoos on the body, as ink inseparable
from its support of skin. In Spain, Sánchez
began experimenting with three-dimen-
sional constructions and thickly textured
paintings. In 1962, responding to the com-
peting difficulties of working in Franco-era
Spain and returning to Castro-era Cuba, she
relocated to New York, where she worked 
in restoration, textile design, and illustration
while studying printmaking at Pratt Institute.

Sánchez identified with sculptors Louise
Nevelson and Eva Hesse, while following
the broader movements of Arte Povera and
Minimalism. She speaks of seeing Lucio
Fontana’s slashed canvases reproduced in
books and realizing that they represented
an opposite approach to her method of

breaking the picture plane. Nevelson’s
sculpture stood out as an example of work-
ing in series with geometric volumes and a
limited palette. Post-Minimalism, as exem-
plified by the work of Eva Hesse, brought a
sense of touch and sensuality to the rigors
of Minimalist form. Lee Bontecou, also
working and exhibiting in New York at the
time, was similarly building wall-mounted
constructions with stretched canvas over
sculptural frameworks. Like these women,
Sánchez was borrowing formal elements
from Minimalism, including seriality, a
restricted palette, and modular construc-
tions, but she also departed from the stric-
tures laid out in Minimalist tracts: “The
Minimalists sent their work to be fabricated.
I make work myself. My work has feeling
and represents the body—always the
female body.” She explains, “I touch. I like
titles. No color, only dark, white, a little
pink. I am Minimal, but Minimal like a mix-
ture. Mulatica. Mulatto. Who knows what 
a mulatto is? A mulatica minima.”3 The
mulatto is a rich trope in Caribbean culture,
implying racial mixture, but it is also a
broader amalgamation of diverse cultural
influences, including African and European.
In Cuba, this cultural mixture is called mes-

tizaje (from mestizo, the offspring of a white
and Amerindian couple) or el ajiaco (the
pepper pot).

Sánchez also noted how women such as
Nevelson and Hesse were able to make an
impact on the male-dominated art world.
Though she does not acknowledge a debt to
the feminist movement, she made a contri-
bution through her female-centered sexual
content encoded in abstract forms. This
exposure to the New York scene was liberat-
ing, encouraging her to further experiments
with bodily references, stretched canvas,
and pared-down, abstract form, but she has
never felt part of any movement. Given her
understanding of materials and training in
conservation techniques, she arrived at her
signature style of mounting stretched can-
vases over hand-shaped, curved wood sup-
ports by the late 1960s.

The large-scale construction Lunar con
Tatuaje (Moon with Tattoo, c. 1968–96)
traces a memoir and map of Sánchez’s life
journeys, returned to and embellished by
additional drawing over the decades. In a
video interview filmed in conjunction with
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53.75 x 74.25 x 11.25 in.
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her exhibition at Artists Space, she identi-
fies landmarks in the calligraphic drawing
on the two-part canvas: “This is the airport
and my travel to Cuba. This is my grand-
mother’s house in Cojimar. This is negative,
and this is positive. This one can see, 
but this is needed. This is hair. Here are the
Cubans...Puerto Rico is here…I also did two
Cubas, when I left and when I returned.”

Sánchez is quite unusual for a Cuban
expatriate, managing to straddle the cultural
schism caused by the revolution. Artists of
her generation, in particular, were divided 
by whether they stayed on the island, loyal
to Castro’s government, or immigrated.
Sánchez remains a Cuban citizen, though
she has not lived there since the late 1950s.
While she was studying in Spain, her mother
warned her not to return. Most of her family,
however, chose to remain, and she has vis-
ited them over the years. She believes that
one of her early paintings is in the Cuban
national collection, and her Afro-Cuban series
indicates the personal connection that she
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Above: Subliminal (Serie las Amazonas), 1972.

Acrylic on stretched canvas. Right: Lunar V, c.

1973. Acrylic on stretched canvas, 74.75 x 79.5 
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still feels with her cultural identity. Yet
she has also received the Cintas fellowship,
reserved for Cubans working outside the
island, and was included in “Outside Cuba/
Fuera de Cuba” (1987). The lack of political
content in her work partly explains how she
has avoided sanctions from both the Havana
and Miami cultural authorities. Another
explanation is that she has conducted her
career modestly, flying under the radar.

“Heróicas Eróticas en Nueva York” (“Erotic
Heroics in New York”), Sánchez’s recent solo
exhibition at Galerie Lelong, highlighted her
unembellished, mostly heroic-scale construc-
tions, often two panels nestled together
(Lunar V, c. 1973) or conjoined modular
units (Módulo infinito, 1978). Each panel
extends six to 18 inches from the wall, cre-
ating the impression of a topographical
landscape. Shadows cast by the protrusions,
a form of chiaroscuro, become an integral
component of the work. A limited palette of
mostly black, white, and gray paint subtly
defines these topographical zones. A rare
freestanding sculpture, Lunar blanco (1964),
was also included. Many of the titles refer-
ence Greek mythology and the moon (la
luna), often associated with a female god-
dess. These allusions draw attention to
Sánchez’s command of classical proportion,
her sense of balanced composition, and the
relation of the works to human scale. Almost
echoing Matisse (Luxe, calme et volupté),
Sánchez’s works epitomize elegance, calm,
and voluptuousness.4 The excitement of
her work seems to lie in the contradiction
between sensuality and formality, between
dynamic swells and harmonic proportions.

Critical writing about her work has been
scant, most of it focused on the sexuality 
of her “erotic topologies.” Yet as Argentine
critic Marta Traba clarifies, the treatment 
of canvas as skin over the bodily swells of
wooden form is far from pornographic.5 This
specifically female brand of erotic expres-
sion, another challenge to the male gaze,
may be seen as an unintentional feminist
contribution to abstract art, along the lines
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canvas, 71 x 72 x 12 in.

Mujer (de la Serie el Silencio de Eros), 1965. Acrylic

on stretched canvas, 61 x 61 x 15.5 in.
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of Georgia O’Keeffe’s flowers, evidence of an
intimate knowledge concerning a woman’s
sexual experience. Sánchez explains that
she wants the breast to be represented in
all of its aspects: maternal, sexual, and aes-
thetic. The body is always present, but she
wants the shapes to be open to metaphori-
cal and formal interpretation.

Sánchez’s Galerie Lelong show coincided
with a retrospective of Brazilian Lygia Clark
at the Museum of Modern Art, making a
revealing comparison between two contem-
poraneous women responding to the devel-
opments of both Latin American and Euro-
American art during their lifetimes. With-
out knowing of each other, these independ-
ent spirits worked concurrently along
similar paths. Clark, along with her close
friend Hélio Oiticica, experimented with
multiple ways of “releasing painting into
space,” or breaking the picture plane, which
is obviously a goal of Sánchez’s art produc-
tion as well. Both women assert a flexibility
of boundaries within their work, realizing
that, by extending the two-dimensional sur-
face into surrounding space with a three-

dimensional form, they could create a more
direct connection with the viewer. Their
sculptural work expresses a return to the
body, a “quasi-corpus,” by means of a geo-
metric formal vocabulary.

Sánchez has spent most of her career in
Puerto Rico, where, she says, she has hap-
pily become a “Cubariqueña,” a Cuba-rican.
She taught at the San Juan Art Students
League and the School of Plastic Arts while
continuing to show and push her work to
new heights. A 10-story relief on the façade
of an apartment building in Laguna Gardens
in San Juan, created in 1971, gives a tanta-
lizing glimpse of what she can accomplish
on an architectural scale. Retrospectives 
in 1991 (“Zilia Sánchez, Tres Decades” at
the Museo Casa Roig) and in 2000 (“Zilia
Sánchez, Heróicas Eróticas” at the Museo
de las Américas in San Juan) revealed the

consistency of her mature style: multi-part,
relief canvases, often six to eight feet tall,
following in series and titled with words
such as “constructions,” “Eros in communi-
cation,” “Amazons,” “Trojans,” “lunar,” 
and “erotic topology” helping to define her
intentions.

Sánchez has lived long enough to experi-
ence a wide swath of Modernist and Post-
modernist history. Though she doesn’t like
to be defined by art movements, she has
clearly staked out an independent post-Min -
imalist territory. Informed by her Caribbean
roots, travels, and broad training, her con-
structions balance sensuality and classical
form. Recognition has been a long time com-
ing, but this octogenarian deserves discovery.

Laura Roulet is a writer and curator based
in Washington, DC.
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Notes

1 Holland Cotter, “Zilia Sánchez,” New York Times, June 14, 2013, p. C26.

2 Biographical details of Sánchez’s life and quotations, unless otherwise noted, were obtained from e-mail and personal interviews with the artist, and from

Marimar Benitez’s chronology in Zilia Sánchez, Heróicas Eróticas en Nueva York, exhibition catalogue, (New York: Galerie Lelong, 2014), pp. 61–63. Thanks to

Marimar Benitez and Agustina Ferreyra for facilitating those interviews.

3 Video interview by Stefan Kalmár and Richard Birkett, Artists Space, March 2013.

4 The title of Henri Matisse’s painting is taken from Baudelaire’s poem “L’Invitation au voyage”: “Là, tout n’est qu’ordre et beauté, / Luxe, calme et volupté.”

5 Marta Traba, “El erotismo y la communicación,” Zona de Carga y Descarga, (San Juan, Puerto Rico, November-December 1972), p. 11.

Módulo infinito, 1978. Acrylic on stretched canvas,

28 x 49 x 6.5 in.
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Alun Leach-Jones

Elements of Measure,
Classically Inclined

BY JONATHAN GOODMAN
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Though Australian artist Alun Leach-Jones is known
primarily for his paintings, he began to make sculp-
tures more than 20 years ago in 1992. Working in his
studio—a converted factory building in North Sydney,
near Sydney Harbor—he made three-dimensional works
that, at the time, he did not consider showing. They
were meant to be as distinct as possible from his
paintings, which are recognized in and beyond Aus-
tralia as accomplished Modernist studies in abstraction.
Made from cut and carved wood and then cast in bronze,
Leach-Jones’s early sculptural efforts gave him both
the dimensional freedom and the intellectual space to
work out ideas taken from the high culture of classic
Modernism. According to the artist, modernity in art
“is not a closed system; on the contrary, if it is subject
to intense questioning, it demonstrates a remarkable
elasticity as a theoretical and visual system.” 

Leach-Jones, who maintains that Modernism’s “capa -
city to change and reinvent is a test of its vitality
and longevity,” hopes to work out new paths leading
toward a compelling classical gravitas. His sculptures
manifest a weight that belies their small size; at the
same time, there is an element of measure between
the components that keeps the sculptures within a
Modernist idiom, without becoming excessively high-
minded or merely historical in nature.

The inherent complexity of Leach-Jones’s sculptures
tells us a great deal about the medium and the man
responsible for the work. He has always demonstrated
a classical view of Modernism, weighted with a sense 
of restraint not completely in alignment with certain
trends in contemporary art that tend toward expres-
sionism taken to absurd extremes. Measure, of course,
is a difficult attribute to define; it has to do not only
with emotional content, but also with control. The
precision of Leach-Jones’s visual language argues for 
an equally precise conception of sculpture as a con-
stellation of memories. The Centaur (2002), for instance,
seems to reference classical culture, its dominant ver-
tical topped with a circular, slotted token. Support
comes in the form of a simplified hammer, pliers, and
wrench; these references to tools give the work its
specificity and aura of historical intelligence. Because
of its allusions, The Centaur can only deepen with
time, which is the implied theme.

The notion of measure, in both form and idea, per-
sists in Leach-Jones’s work because it allows him to cre-
ate playful relations among forms whose interactions
amount to a work larger than the sum of its parts. The
small components, with their intricate underpinnings
and complex interactions, prove as interesting as the
work’s overall gestalt (fractal relations between small
and large shapes also characterize Leach-Jones’s paint-
ings). Given his additive process, it is fair to say that he

builds his works like an architect deploying chosen forms. Many of the individ-
ual components of his sculptures stand out because of their differences, as in
The Forge no. 2 (2002). Here, industrial forms receive close attention, which is
further intensified by the work’s small dimensions. 

These table-top works all rise up from modest bronze pedestals, which might
act as either supports or essential compositional elements. In The Forge no.
2, the parts are angled away from any straight vertical, increasing their hold
on surrounding space. They are complicated without being busy: an open,
eye-shaped oval with treads on the outside of the bands, along with a rounded
element attached to another oval resting on the pedestal. One of the pleasures
of Leach-Jones’s work is seeing how the components fit from every angle; he
truly creates art in the round, requiring the viewer to look at a piece from all
directions. In this and other works, we can see the presence of classical mod-
eration—a kind of measure that belongs to Apollonian calm rather than to
Dionysian distraction, although the latter is often invoked. Because the work
is industrial in its forms and done in bronze, there is no visible trace of the
artist’s hand. Instead, his intelligence consists of creating the pieces and placing
them in conjunction with each other. The effects build within each discrete
piece and from one work to the next. This results in a cohesion that follows
the Minimalist principle of working in series, even though the works them-
selves are not minimal.

Another early sculpture, Reclining Figure no. 2 (2003), consists of a horizontal
arrangement of abstract forms with a spherical head poking through a small
steel wall of sorts, while the rest of the body emerges as we follow the circles
that constitute the belly and back. A phallic rod issues from the circle, ending 
in a sphere. While these pieces are admirable for their relations with each other,
the extent to which they stand up as individual elements is remarkable. The
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Opposite: The Forge no. 2, 2002. Bronze, 23 x 27 x 15 cm. Above: Birdsong, 2004. Bronze,

28 x 25 x 18 cm. 
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components are truly abstract and often represent a specific geome-
try; this holds true throughout Leach-Jones’s work, whose original-
ity stems from his suggestion of the body with abstract forms. 

When speaking of Modernism, Leach-Jones says, “It seems to me
from experience to be very flexible and of infinite aesthetic com-
plexity.” He consigns his aesthetic practice to a much-heralded
tradition, albeit one famous for breaking away from earlier, mostly
figurative legacies. Of course, the Modernist sensibility became a
barrier to its own development, burdened with a rigidification of
its formerly revolutionary principles. As time passed, the aristocratic,
inherently difficult language of abstraction became a threat to new
developments, which in recent years have followed the course of
what Arthur C. Danto has called “the political sublime.” In conse-
quence, the pursuit of modernity in any medium—fine art, writing,
music, dance—must overcome the charge that its practitioners
look back to the past rather than ahead to the future. But the best
of these Modernist adherents, like Leach-Jones, know that the
movement began as an open system and can still generate art of
note several generations after its heyday. Time will tell whether
Leach-Jones’s stance is anachronistic. 

Within the confines of his idiom, Leach-Jones demonstrates nearly
endless variation. Much to his credit, he has seen fit to flirt, just
a bit, with figurative imagery. In the comic City Life no. 2 (2004),
two figures seem to greet each other: a bulbous balloon figure,
around which an open metal band hangs, leans toward what looks
very much like a mother and child. The mother appears to wear
an outlandish hat, extending her arm toward the miniature blimp
of a person before her. Whether the description is true or not,
Leach-Jones uses a similar technique in his paintings, which offer
both abstraction (mainly) and figuration (less). Some of the allu-
sions, along with Leach-Jones’s titles, stem from his study of liter-
ature. He holds poetry—he has a library of several thousand
volumes of verse—and Ameri can culture in high esteem. The beau-
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Left: Kabuki, 2012. Bronze, 34 x 11 x 12 cm. Above: City Life no. 2, 2004.

Bronze, 29.06 x 29.05 x 11.05 cm.
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tiful Essay on Poetics (For A. R. Ammons) (2004), in which gently curving bars of bronze
create a small forest of forms, makes brilliant use of classical Modernism. The irony is that,
as a poet, Ammons tended toward a populist voice; one of his books is called Garbage. But
whatever the differences, this sculpture is a realization of the same high principles that
poetry has sought to preserve across time and cultures.

More recent works open up in marvelous ways. Ring and Vase (2012), for instance, outlines
a jar shape that supports an open ring; one can see the influence of David Smith’s abstrac-
tions based on the improvised use of simple forms. A second treatment of the 2004 work
Birdsong, from 2012, features slanted steps and a hanging circle intended to represent
the music of birds. We do not always remember, seeing this marvelously abstracted, visual
form of music (itself an abstract art), that birdsong has something pretty basic in mind:
defense of territory and mating. Usually, in Leach-Jones’s works, the relations between
non-objectivity and representation maintain the tension of equal status even if the parts
themselves tend to be resolutely abstract. In Kabuki (2012), the figure is only 34 centimeters
tall, but the work conveys the presence and even the costume of the performer. In such
works, Leach-Jones completely achieves his own style, despite the fact that he comes from
a generation of artists under the influence of Smith and Anthony Caro. Leach-Jones is
very much his own man, independent to the point where he can freely improvise and stay
true to his innermost leanings as a sculptor.

In a recent show at the Glasshouse Port Macquarie in New South Wales, Leach-Jones
offered a view of his sculptures over time. These table-top works remain remarkably sat -
isfying in their articulation of forms. They resemble slightly outmoded instruments of
measure, looking back as well as ahead. Monument (2012) focuses on an upward column
with attached semicircles of bronze; between the two main pieces is a circle set on its
side. The sober simplicity lends this small work power. There is something of the public
artist in Leach-Jones—many of his works could be enlarged and installed outdoors. Yet
the true achievement of his sculpture is to have widened the space for measured creativity.
Influenced by poetry, Leach-Jones returns to metaphor, seeing in it a major means of
freeing the imagination. We would be wise to follow his lead.

Jonathan Goodman is a Contributing Editor to Sculpture.
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Above: Essay on Poetics (For A. R. Ammons), 2004.

Bronze, 30 x 19 x 16 cm. Below: Reclining Figure,

2002. Bronze, 16 x 31 x 14 cm. 
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Though Louise Paramor’s work inspires an initial reaction of pure visual delight,
viewers are advised to look twice and think twice, for things are seldom as
they appear. Paramor plays with contradictions and ambiguities, forcing us to
ponder, reconsider, and question. 

In the late ’90s and early 2000s, while Paramor was in residence in Berlin,
she created a series of large-scale paper sculptures, based, she explains, “on
the honeycomb principle—a system of alternating lines of glue on many leaves
of paper that once cut into a shape and pulled around a 360-degree axis form 
a voluminous object.” Tedious to produce, these works impressed with their
intricate fragility and gratifying symmetry reminiscent of paper party decora-
tions. Sometimes rendered in pure white, other times in brilliant reds, yellows,
and blues, some on the floor and others hanging from the ceiling like chan-
deliers, they suggested an atmosphere of festivity. But then misgivings began
to arise. Had there really been a joyous celebration? Did we arrive too late to
join the festivities? Just as the aftermath of a party can be quietly depressing,
so here, another, less joyous mood hovered in the air.
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Louise
Paramor

Big, Bold, and
Riotously Colorful

Opposite: Hotel Panorama, 2011. Found plastic,

130 x 80 x 35 cm. From “Stupa City.” Above: Instal-

lation view of “Lustgarten” at Schloss Pillinitz,

Dresden, 2000.
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Regardless of the fact that “decoration”
has been out of fashion since the demise
of Art Nouveau and Art Deco, Paramor gives it
another dimension and demonstrates that
it can be used in a surprisingly expressive
manner. Her work in a major 2001 exhibi-
tion at the National Gallery of Australia in

Canberra illustrated this. Using the same
technique that she had employed in Berlin,
she created an extremely large paper sculp-
ture with an entirely different ambience. A
massive black form suspended from the
ceiling appeared to hover over a vulnera-
ble blue sphere; below, a tangle of red and

black coils snaked over the floor. As a whole,
the work took on a slightly dark, menacing
quality. 

Back in Berlin, another exhibition, intrigu-
ingly titled “The Love Artist” (2002), was
considered by some viewers as a feminist
protest at the denigration of women; it
could also have been interpreted as a com-
mercial belittlement of the fundamental
values of love, or even as an exposé of the
commercialization of the personal and pri-
vate. The show consisted of a series of manip-
ulated photographs of amorous couples,
beach towels with embroidered text, and
a collection of Mills & Boon romantic novels.
The book covers and the somewhat altered
photographs of the couples could have
been labeled mildly erotic, though the manip-
ulation of the photographs undermined
their sensual allure. 

Pursuing this theme in the “FOREVER -
YOURS” series—a title surely taken from a
Mills & Boon novel—Paramor used the tit-
illating covers from these popular publica-
tions as the basis for a series of large-scale
collages. Using pre-painted gloss paper,
she cut and pasted close approximations
of the original book covers. Though cou-
ples embraced, kissed, swooned, and dal-
lied, the sense of romance hung uneasily in
the air, and viewers—not admitting that
they had ever read a Mills & Boon—could
assume a feeling of superiority as they quietly
laughed at the stereotyped images.

Mills & Boon featured once again in Let-
ters, Lies & Alibis (2004), an installation at
Project Space in Melbourne. A giant wall
collage (2.5 meters high and 15 meters
long) engulfed the space with the colorful,
blown-up spines of more than 300 novels.
Here again, Paramor played with interpre-
tations: the installation could be taken seri-
ously as social commentary, or it could be
enjoyed purely as a vast abstract pattern
of joyous color. Mondrian might have found
it excessive, but he would surely have
admired the repetition of primary colors. 
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Installation view of “Outback Heat” at Kun-

stverein Langenhagen, Germany, 2001.

Tritonic Jam Session, 2008. Water barriers, plas-

tic sphere, plastic pipe, bolts, and pins, 360 x

200 x 200 cm.
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From Mills & Boon, Paramor then shifted
her focus to commonplace plastics. No
doubt she was first attracted by the distinc-
tive, vibrant colors, but as she commenced
picking up objects at Opportunity Shops and
rummaging through discarded rubbish, she
began to see industrial plastics with new eyes.

She showed her first assemblages of
plastic objects in Melbourne, in 2006. Dis-
played without plinths, the works sat directly
on the floor. The show exuded a light-
hearted, playful sense of jubilant improvi-
sation. Though some of the original plastic
objects were identifiable, they mostly lost
their individuality within strangely surreal
sculptural forms. The colors were highly
distinctive combinations of the artificial
pinks, yellows, blues, greens, blacks, and
whites characteristic of commercial plas-
tics. Almost without noticing it, we were
introduced to a vast range of new shapes
and colors. Anthony Caro altered the appear-
ance of his welded steel sculptures when
he painted them; but with plastic, color is

an intrinsic part of the manufacturing process,
and color and form have a surprising unity.
Caro used steel in all its various industrial
forms—rods, girders, mesh—to produce
new structures; likewise, Paramor explores
the multitude of forms in contemporary
plastics in order to create unexpectedly
diverse sculptural objects. 

The gallery showing was a forerunner for
her next major project. Show Court 3 was
carried out on an impressive scale at an
outdoor grass tennis court in a Melbourne
sports stadium. Having accepted the chal-
lenge of the vast space, Paramor spent the
next 12 months gathering and sorting hun-
dreds of separate plastic objects. Then, with 
a mixture of intuition and aesthetic judg-
ment, she assembled these innumerable
items into equally innumerable combina-
tions. Sometimes there was a loose link
with the tennis court context—bulbous
forms could be linked to tennis balls, a
row of black milk crates possibly suggested
the mesh of the net—but most of the
assemblages established their own identi-
ties. If one critic, with a particular imagi -
nation, saw sexual references in some of
the works as plastic penetrated plastic,

the vast majority of visitors responded to
the simple joyousness of the display. Some
people seemed wary at first of wandering
freely across hallowed ground, but mostly
they enjoyed the new experience and the
release from the confines of the gallery.
The open-air space encouraged a sense of
expansive freedom, and the kaleidoscopic
forms arranged on the intense green of the
immaculate lawn proved extraordinarily
engaging. 

The audience for Show Court 3 was rela-
tively small, nothing like the crowds who
attend professional tennis tournaments.
This lack of exposure, however, was cor-
rected in 2008 when Paramor was invited
to exhibit in the Lempriere National Sculp-
ture Award, held in the superb parklands
surrounding the 19th-century mansion at
Werribee Park, near Melbourne. Here, she
presented six adventurous assemblages
linked into one big installation. Again there
was a bizarre sense of contrast—this time
between the brash colors of the plastic and
the colonial vision of an immaculate Eng-
lish garden. Open-minded viewers delighted
in the playful juxtapositions, the audacious
and unexpected relationships of recogniza-
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Show Court 3, 2007. 78 plastic assemblage sculp-

tures, dimensions variable. Rod Laver Arena,

Olympic Park, Melbourne.
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ble and unrecognizable objects. More con-
servative visitors to the exhibition, though,
found it difficult to accept the elevation of
common plastic into the realm of high art;
plastic, they argued, belonged in the kitchen. 

Paramor’s next work was both rudimen-
tary and complex. Studio Floor was simply
that—a section of her studio floor, where
over time, paint had dribbled and splashed
onto the linoleum in superficial mimicry of
an abstract painting. Cut out, mounted on 
a platform, and then placed in a gallery,
Studio Floor underwent a strange meta-
morphosis. Was this three-dimensional object
a sculpture, an installation, or an architec-
tural model? Perhaps it was a historical relic,
a precious fragment of a famous artist’s
studio, a piece to be preserved with care?
If so, a set of steps disconcertingly invited
viewers to walk on its surface.

In 2009, Paramor received her first public
commission. While continuing her love affair
with plastics, she transformed that material
into steel and bronze before painting the
pieces in high-gloss paint to resemble the
original. In Heavy Metal Jam Session, 
the commonplace becomes monumental.
Among the multitude of forms, it is possible

to recognize shipping pallets, stools, chairs,
shelves, balls, light fittings, a washing line,
tables, buckets, lampshades, a plant pot,
bowls, and bins. As random as these ele-
ments may seem, the results are aestheti-
cally cohesive, and they certainly add a
distinct note of gaiety to a commercial area.
It was surely not a matter of chance that
the objects are appropriate to the setting—
Costco contains many of the items appropri-
ated for Paramor’s six towering assemblages. 

As though addicted to the forms of large-
scale, commercial plastics, Paramor used
them again in a work for the 2010 McClel-
land Sculpture Survey and Award. Top Shelf
was self-explanatory: a stack of oversize,
vibrantly colored plastic containers set on a
very high, four-legged shelf. Placed on the
grounds of the gallery, it came as a com-
plete surprise—an inexplicable intrusion
in the Australian bush. Viewers engaged in
animated discussions about its possible
function, delighted in its striking colors,
and proceeded, in some bemusement, to
walk under it. Top Shelf won the AUS
$100,000 prize.

Plastic rubbish bins, oil drums, funnels,
and crates can be seen as symbols of 21st-
century mass-production—the success story
of modern-day capitalism—but hardly as
objects associated with Asian spirituality.
And yet, Paramor managed to establish a
fascinating link between the sacred and
the profane in her exhibition “Stupa City”
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Above and left: Heavy Metal Jam Session, 2009.

Painted steel, aluminum, and bronze, dimensions

variable. From a suite of 6 public sculptures com-

missioned for Costco Wholesale Australia, Dock-

lands, Melbourne. 
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(2011). A visit to Bodhgaya, Bihar, India,
earlier that year and an introduction to
Buddhist philosophy had a significant influ-
ence; she was particularly impressed by
the traditional form of the stupa. On her
return, Paramor filled a gallery with plastic
improvisations inspired by this basic architec-
tural form. Her complex constructions
were arranged almost as maquettes, each
one capable of enlargement. One in partic -
ular was destined for a big future. 

When Southern Way—a private consor-
tium responsible for financing, building,
and operating a major tollway leading from
Melbourne along the Mornington Penin-
sula—in association with McClelland Gallery,
sought large-scale sculptures to place
along the length of the highway, one of

the “Stupa City” works was chosen. In its
enlarged form, its highest point reaches
17 meters into the sky. Composed of 15
objects that range from cassette towers to
lampshades, spice jars, parts of children’s
toys, some in aluminum and others in
steel—all coated in high-gloss black, white,
red, orange, and a large splash of pink—
Panorama Station is strategically placed
at a major intersection, clearly visible to
motorists driving at high speed. No doubt

travelers have inventive ideas about what
they’re seeing—a space station with a
rocket about to be launched, a telecommu-
nications hub with a power sub-station,
advertising for some highly desirable prod-
uct. Blurring the lines between sculpture
and architecture, transforming the mun-
dane into the miraculous, Paramor contin-
ues to confound, delight, and amuse. 

Ken Scarlett is a Sculpture Contributing Editor.
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Above: Cineplex Elite, 2011. Found plastic, 145 

x 68 x 40 cm. From “Stupa City.” Right: Panorama

Station, 2012. Painted aluminum and steel interior

structure, 1700 x 400 x 1000 cm. Peninsula Link

Freeway, Melbourne.
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Tony Feher 
Bronx Museum of the Arts

Tony Feher likes to keep it simple. As
a touring retrospective, most recently
at the Bronx Museum of the Arts,
amply demonstrated, his unpreten-
tious arrangements of the cast-off
detritus of daily life—plastic bags
and bottles, paper, pennies, wire,
coat hangers, Styrofoam, string, mar-
bles, jar lids—speak poetically of the
material world, communal circum-
stance, and labor. Performing or per-
haps re-forming daily rituals, his
sculptures compulsively call us to
order and to play. Unassuming yet
slyly insistent, nonchalant, ephem -
eral, at times hardly there, Feher’s
work makes us stop and look again. 

Circulating narratives of service
and disposal, most, if not all, of the
items that Feher chooses for his
pieces have long since been divested
of their original purpose. Reborn as
art objects, these collectables oper-
ate in the Duchamp/Rauschenberg
gap between art and life. Discarded
or overlooked, dislodged from 
the usual frame of sculpture, Feher’s
installations connect the artist, the
viewer, and everyday materials in
an intimate relationship that, while
conditional and circumstantial, is
never arbitrary or random.

Rejecting the clear path of a linear
survey, the rambling and circuitous
layout of the Bronx installation
encouraged free exploration of Feher’s
work since 1988. His strong affinity

for formal design, particularly color,
shape, and pattern, was apparent
throughout the show, as was his
delight in the humble task of arrang-
ing things. Feher has a fondness 
for certain items, but their repeated
use never seems facile or tedious.
Marbles, the first objects that 
he employed, inspired a number of
contemplative iterations with their
Minimalist essence and child-like
wonder. Placed on top of a jar or 
bottle, the color-saturated glass orb
becomes a discrete object of haptic
memory and desire; gathered
together in associative collectivity
and placed inside glass containers,
they commemorate rituals of classi-
fying, conserving, even hoarding;
laid out as circles or spirals, they

transform into planets and universes
of the imagination. Scattered on 
a patterned carpet or dropped into 
a large plastic bag, they refuse con-
formity, articulating instead a con-
trary randomness that reminds us,
as all semblance of organizing prin-
ciple gives way to chaos, of the 
limits of control and rational order.
These contemplative investigations
continue in other works, as Feher,
deploying such wildly divergent
materials as sea glass, coins, glass
jars and lids, washers and rubber
seals, and plastic flowers, entices

reviews

Tony Feher, Take It Up With Tut,

2008. Found objects, painted wood,

and plastic crates, 182.9 x 269.2 x

127 cm. 
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the viewer again and again to see
beyond the commonplace and expe-
rience the ordering of things in a
new way. 

Plastic water bottles, empty or
filled to different levels with colored
liquids, likewise serve as apt vehicles
for Feher’s explorations. Hanging
from rope, suspended from the ceil-
ing, or lined up on a shelf and
interacting with an ever-changing
environment of air, light, and water,
these modest markers of global 
consumer society are invested—via

Feher’s simple act of selecting, fill-
ing, and display—with aesthetic
contemplation and provocative cri-
tique. With each capped vessel ref-
erencing both its own functional
use and the human body, and the
transparent and water-filled con-
tainer continuously re-enacting the
cycle of evaporation and condensa-
tion so essential to life, these 
bottles serve as ethereal markers 
of nourishment, light, transience,
transformation, and the passage of
time. 

Feher’s recent installations take
up the choreography of hand and
work, highlighting the mundane
but eloquent acts of folding, bend-
ing, punching, clipping, and stapling
of such unlikely materials as plastic
straws, mops, fluorescent filament,
and even tossed-out envelopes. As
with the other sculptures on view
in this engaging mid-career survey,
these pieces reveal the pleasure and
hidden significance to be discovered
in discarded, overlooked, and ser-
viceable, everyday things. 

—Susan Canning

L"(  A#)%*%(

Rina Banerjee
L.A. Louver Gallery

“Disgust” is a specific and powerful
term; Rina Banerjee uses it to
describe bodily response and emo-
tion at the extreme of self-control.
She perceives disgust as the trigger
for a transformative moment that
alters perception. The term is partic-
ularly apt because so much of her
work refers to the female body, a site
for societal repression. As Ban erjee
has stated, “The show features 
the idea of fluids, which mark the
uncontrollable body, the body that
emits not only smell but liquid.” 

Banerjee’s work is a form of poetic
bricolage that freights its readymade
and repurposed parts with mean-
ings relating to spirituality, colonial-
ism, identity, the East Asian
diaspora, and globalization. These
references are multiply encoded,
commenting on memory, cultural
cross-pollination, and the contrasts
between the contemporary and the
traditional. Ultimately, Banerjee’s
work investigates the tangible, sen-
sorial connections between the
human body and the spiritual realm.

Crudely fusing elements from differ-
ent arenas, the results are disjunc-
tive, folkloric, sophisticated, and
pan-cultural. 

These chimerical and fetishistic
constructions are equally animal
and human, presented in postures
both elegant and grotesque. The
unusual combinations of materials—
silly putty, feathers, Vaseline, fake 
fingernails and flowers, doll heads,
toy soldiers—emphasize the physi-
cality of the objects, while lengthy,
mythologizing, stream-of-conscious-
ness titles expand the multiple
visual narratives and emphasize the
hallucinatory nature of the objects.
(Banerjee can be seen decoding 
her objects in a series of videos avail-
able on Vimeo <http://vimeo.com/
lalouver>). 

Although Banerjee is better known
for her large-scale installations,
“Disgust” featured solitary objects
of various sizes fabricated from mul-
tiple elements. In terms of material
use, She was now in western style
dress covered in part of Empires’ ruf-
fle and red dress, had a foreign and
peculiar race, a Ganesha who had
lost her head, was thrown across sea
until herself shipwrecked. A native 
of Bangladesh lost foot to root in
Bidesh, followed her mother full stop
on forehead, trapped tongue of horn
and grew ram-like under stress is
representative of this body of work.
A life-size figure with an elephant-
like head reminiscent of the Indian
god Ganesha, She…. is dressed in a
vermillion Lanvin skirt and mounted
on a wheeled stand like a man-
nequin. Her head, trunk, shoulders,
and bodice are inlaid with cowrie
shells, while a necklace of Vaseline-
filled brown glass bottles adorns
her neck. Her face consists of glass
eyeballs, a tiara of light bulbs, and
tusks. Three black synthetic horns
and a collection of small gourd
drums stand in for feet, underscor-
ing the fetishistic and mythological
appearance of this polyglot con-
struct. 

Left: Tony Feher, Until Tomorrow,

2003. Glass bottles with metal caps,

marbles, and wire, 86.4 x 114.3 

x 10.2 cm. Below left: Installation

view of “Tony Feher” at the Bronx

Museum of the Arts, 2013–14. 
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Banerjee was born in India and has
lived in the U.K. and the U.S., where
she received a BA in polymer engi-
neering from Case Western. She
had a brief career as a scientist and
then received an MFA from Yale; her
work summarizes these diverse reali-
ties. Despite the exhibition’s title, 
the work itself is quite chaste, deco-
rative, and fashionably exotic. Florid
and passionate, it lacks the pun-
gency and transgression implied by
“disgust.” 

—Kathleen Whitney

L"(  A#)%*%(

Nobuo Sekine
Blum & Poe

A seminal figure in the Mono-ha
movement, Nobuo Sekine is particu-
larly associated with its emergence,
which was marked by his large-scale
earthwork Phase—Mother Earth
(1968). For this work, he dug a cylin-
drical hole in the ground, approxi-
mately seven feet wide and nine
feet deep; then he placed the exca-
vated earth, made into a cylinder of
roughly the same dimensions, next

to it. This positive and negative jux-
taposition stressed the thingness
and relatively unaltered, raw mate-
riality of both the hole and the
mound. Like many Mono-ha works,
Phase was also about space, its rela-
tionship to these “things,” and their
combined relationship with the
viewer.

This show, which featured a decade
of Sekine’s work, appeared at first
glance to include contributions by

a number of different artists. There
were works from the “Topology”
series, including Phase No.9 (1968/
2012), a low relief made of bent ply-
wood and painted in vivid, electric
colors. Here, Sekine expresses his
interest in topological shape-shifting
in very Pop terms. Then, there were
many more works from the “Phase
of Nothingness” series, including
Phase of Nothingness—Black No.31
(1977), in which a goopy black sub-
stance (fiberglass-reinforced plastic)
erupts into seething, offal-like
splays disturbed by highly polished
crystalline extrusions that defy the
amorphous mass from which they
arise.

Sekine’s work makes the viewer
aware of a shift from apparently con-
structed things to evidently arranged
things. He seems interested in push-
ing us to take an active stance on

what these things are doing in front
of us in space, irrespective of their
relative finish or surface qualities.
Nowhere is that clearer than in Stone
and Neon (1971/2011), a group 
of stones that have been split,
smoothed perfectly along the split,
and then cored in such a way that
bare neon bulbs run through them
like some kind of channeled energy.
That the such-ness of this work is
part of a larger metaphor was dem -
onstrated by its placement near a
window looking out over the traffic
on busy La Cienega Boulevard.
Sekine seemed to be provoking a
consideration of the connections
that exist between all kinds of
energy flows piercing differently con-
figured solids.

There was little shared consensus
among the Mono-ha artists as 
to what could or should be done to

Above: Rina Banerjee, She was now 

in western style dress covered in part

of Empires’ ruffle and red dress, had a

foreign and peculiar race, a Ganesha

who had lost her head, was thrown

across sea until herself shipwrecked. A

native of Bangladesh lost foot to root

in Bidesh, followed her mother full

stop on forehead, trapped tongue of

horn and grew ram-like under stress,

2011. Mixed media, 73 x 65 in. dia -

meter. Top right: Installation view of

“Nobuo Sekine,” 2014. Right: Nobuo

Sekine, Stone and Neon, 1971/2011.

Stone, fluorescent light, plastic, 3

elements, installation view. 
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bear the mantle most often trans-
lated as “School of Things.” In retro-
spect, it is clear that, in mirroring
movements such as Arte Povera or
post-studio practice, they were no
longer simply creating new things
as artworks, but were also directly
arranging raw materials into art-
works. The result is that viewers are
forced to turn their attention to the
interdependent relationships con-
necting everything around them, as
well as to the space surrounding
them. The effect of the work is meant
to prompt an awakening from the
undifferentiated field of visual phe-
nomena that usually goes unno-
ticed until its rediscovery through
the displacement and estrangement
of the ordinary. 

—John David O’Brien

A+*,#+,

Scott Ingram
Museum of Contemporary Art of

Georgia

Scott Ingram’s “Blue Collar Modern -
ism” included collage sketches,
paintings, and sculptural installa-
tions that underscore his interest in
modern architecture and functional
building materials. Following the
exhibition title, the work made a
promise to explore aspects of Mod -

ern ism that are often conflated and
at times contradictory—on the one
hand, our economic, social, and 
cultural condition after the rise of
industrialization and urbanization;
and on the other, a set of aesthetic
codes generally associated in the
U.S. with Clement Greenberg, though
conjured up here by Ingram’s wall-
text references to Jackson Pollock
and Abstract Expressionism, De Stijl,
Alvar Aalto, Irving Gill, Mies van der
Rohe, and Eero Saarinen. Although
these references could be didacti-

cally opaque, the resulting formal
contributions were quite productive.

The juxtaposition of two pieces in
particular fleshed out the potential
of this new body of work. Untitled
Number 23 (2014), one of Ingram’s
“Sheetrock Paintings,” applies a high
modern aesthetic to carpentry, 
signaled by what Ingram cleverly
describes as “drywall impasto.” The
formal structure of the work explic-
itly refers to the use of plywood in
repairing damaged drywall. A 180-
degree turn then placed the viewer
at the foot of a massive sculpture.
Stack (2014), three blocks of strapped
plywood, reached all the way up to
the ceiling. While the configuration
certainly referenced Brancusi’s
Endless Column in a marriage of art
historical reference and the use of
manufactured construction materi-
als, it also prompted an unsafe feel-
ing in the viewer, like standing
beneath a work by Richard Serra. This
ability to inquire into Modernism as
a condition of industrialization and
Modernism as an artistic tradition

achieved a deft balance that is diffi-
cult to attain. On the other hand,
God and Man, in which Mies occu-
pies the position of God, left me with
the sense of Modernism as noth-
ing more than an aesthetic conceit.

The show also gave a nod to
Ingram’s recent project, Pierced, in
which an I-beam manufactured out 
of poplar and coated with black stain
and urethane was driven through a
prefabricated house in Atlanta’s Orme -
wood Park neighborhood. Preliminary
sketches and detritus from the project
found their way into at least two of
the works here. Interestingly, in light
of the exhibition’s title, city workers 
in the neighborhood were apparently
more articulate in their curiosity
about this temporary public installa-
tion than residents.

MOCA GA’s main gallery can be a
difficult one to engage given its
height and dimensions, but Ingram
choreographed his sketches and
installations to maximum effect. The
museum’s Working Artist Project, 
of which Ingram’s show was a part,
gives mid-career artists an opportu-
nity to push their work further or
into new territory. Ingram delivered
on this potential with a thoughtful
and adeptly executed body of work. 

—Joey Orr

Left: Scott Ingram, installation view

of “Blue Collar Modernism,” 2014.

Below: Andy Moerlein, Migration,

2014. Granite, 4.5 x 4.5 x 13 ft. From

“New Art Archaeology.”
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“New Art Archaeology”
The Quarry

Just beyond a new cookie-cutter
housing development, the woods of
semi-rural Acton, Massachusetts,
open up into an astonishing sight:
an assortment of contemporary
sculptures made from wire, granite,
and repurposed old machines. This 
is The Quarry, the creation of two
Boston-area sculptors and head-
quarters for a grass-roots initiative
called Contemporary Arts Inter -
national (CAI).

For the past four years, CAI has
hosted a three-week symposium
during which resident artists create
granite sculptures on site, using
huge surplus blocks from the disused
quarry on the grounds. After acquir-
ing the property, Yin Peet and Viktor
Lois gathered scores of scattered,
left-over blocks into a pair of tumbled
granite walls measuring a dozen
feet tall and a hundred long. Works
created during previous symposia
remain in situ; the intent is to keep
adding as time goes on.

The founders of CAI draw on their
roots in Taiwan and Hungary to
bring sculptors to Acton. Last August,
England and Boston were also rep-
resented. Trained as a Chinese tem-
ple carver, Wu Te-Ho modernizes
the simplicity of that aesthetic yet
retains familiar imagery. At The
Quarry, he produced the head of a
guardian lion atop an egg-shaped
torso, an image both amusing and
referential to his Chinese roots.
With time to spare, apparently, Wu
found himself inspired by a carving
left from previous years, oversize 
fingers of a right hand clutching a
block of stone on a scale with the
gigantic Buddhas of Asia. He
responded with similarly scaled, left-
hand fingers grasping a neighboring
stone, each fingernail bigger than
his own head. 

Alexandra Harley, a London sculp-
tor known primarily for abstract
works in wood, turned an oval block

into an oversize brain, with dissimi-
lar right and left hemispheres. The
chisel of Hungarian Tomas Mosonyi
yielded a gigantic face, mouth
agape (laughing? shouting? crying?).
A painter and sculptor trained and
now teaching at the University 
of Pecs, Mosonyi is known for large
works combining welded steel with
unworked stone. Boston sculptor
Andy Moerlein climbed to the top of
the granite pile to chip out a mega-
size bird skull. He explained that he
intended the image to speak for the
environment—a reminder of species
extinctions, of birds in particular,
that have happened in the past and
are happening now.

Wu’s facility with his medium
yielded, in the case of his lion, a
charming sculpture not unlike his
previous work; it appears that the
huge fingers were something of a
breakout for him. With less experi-
ence in stone, the other three 2014
participants produced carvings of
surprising grace and originality—
a tribute, perhaps, to the collegial
interplay of the symposium.

Scrounging funding from an array
of sources, including a dozen local
cultural councils, The Quarry has set
itself up as an arts destination,
sponsoring music, puppet theater,
and a permanent collection. It will
be interesting to see what this grass-
roots initiative incubates. 

—Marty Carlock

N%&  Y"!'

Tunga
Luhring Augustine Gallery

Tunga’s intention to generate aston-
ishment and perplexity was more
than fulfilled in his fifth exhibition
at Luhring Augustine. Abounding
with evocations of human shapes,
forms, meanings, and connections,
“La Voie Humide” created an arena
for free-flowing associations.

One Three (2014), which was
placed in the foyer, set the tone for
what was to follow. Esoteric and
beguiling, a long-legged, turquoise-
colored fragment of the female
body hangs from one of Tunga’s sig-
nature tripods, held in place by thin
leather strips fastened to metal
hooks. Arranged at the top of the
tripod, a shallow Petri-like dish, an
earthen-colored pot, and a collec-
tion of beads complete the piece.
But what does one make of it? Is it
meant to recall a science experi-
ment or an autopsy, or is it making
a mockery of assemblage? Sci-fi,
skullduggery, and contemporary cin-
ema come to mind as one puzzles
over the odd combination.

By forcibly confounding our sense
of order and our preconceptions
about aesthetics, Tunga elicits vigor-
ous responses. He merges nature
and culture by using assorted mate-

rials for vague ideas and purposes
without referring to anything in par-
ticular. In Element S (2014), the
metal tripod becomes a frame to
create what resembles a moving
person. Pottery, bronze, metal,
quartz crystals, and pieces of linen
are ingeniously assembled to con-
jure a peasant or farmer. Arms are
derived from lengthy metal sticks, 
a face and body appear from simple
earthenware, and the movement
of feet arises from a delicate spray

of crystals. Earthen and turquoise
hues play off each other to make for
an aesthetically satisfying piece. Yet
what grabs one the most is the hint
of archetypal imagery that emerges
from this strange, one-of-a-kind con-
figuration.

In The splash of a drop (2014) and
From the Skin (2014), peculiarly
shaped ceramic protrusions dangling
from the top of a tripod take center

Tunga, One Three, 2014. Iron, steel,

bronze, ceramics, leather, and linen,

210 x 100 x 190 cm.
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stage. The Petri-like dish and stained
cotton paper on the floor invoke
morphogenetic research, science,
and microscopes while show -
casing the rigors of a deeply con-
ceptual and intellectual practice. And
yet, Tunga believes strongly that 
the artist’s certainties must be ques-
tioned and doubted. Indefinable
shapes and the lack of specificity in
his work reflect the Brazilian avant-
garde as formalized by the theoreti-
cian Milton da Costa, who proposed
a paraconsistent model suggesting
that there are no real opposites. Tun -
ga’s sculpture is perpetually inclined
to investigate these territories, 
making it impossible to offer a single
interpretation of his work. No mat-
ter the medium, primitive contours
linger beneath his structures, inves-
tigating the human condition from
various angles and fortifying his
belief that “Modernism implied a new
oracular mode.” 

—Bansie Vasvani
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Graham Gingles
The MAC (Metropolitan Arts

Centre)

Graham Gingles, Ireland’s most
accomplished sculptor, has been
building boxes since the beginning of
the ’70s, many of them somber medi-
tations on the Troubles realized in an
elliptical, covert, and highly personal
manner. These works make no refer-
ence to the graphic imagery repro-
duced in the media on a daily basis,
and so, too, with At times like these
men were wishing they were all kinds
of insects, a commission to commem-
orate World War I in which Gingles
felt that he couldn’t compete with
the overt horrors of the war itself.

Paradoxically, this most private of
artists took up the challenge of the
public arena for this project, which
was, in effect, a war memorial, and
the scale of the enterprise meant
that, like the hero in Gulliver’s
Travels, he had to shift from a Lilli -
putian box to a Brobdingnagian one.
In the process, he dismantled many
of his previous strategies and jour-

neyed, not so much into new terri-
tory, but into new ways of exploring
similar territory (from a meditation
on the pain, loss, suffering, and
ignominy of the Troubles to a medita-
tion on those same elements in
WWI).

The usual Gingles box contains
compartments, some of which can’t
be seen or are difficult to see, as well
as corridors—all encased in varying
degrees of architectural brio and con-
taining everything from body parts 
to Rosicrucian symbols. These boxes
are often theatrical, suggesting a
dystopian world that is part Beckett,
part Pirandello. In At times like these,
the box is scaled up to the size of a
large room, mutating to become part
installation, part environment, part
exploded stage set.

This is a box that one can enter, but
there is no habitable space and noth-
ing is as it seems. Two doors open to
nowhere, or perhaps to eternity. As 
in an Italian folly, everything curves.
Exterior windows contain no glass:
interior ones do. Rosicrucian and
Freemasonry signs abound: trun-
cated triangular ladders (Jacob’s?)
rest like relics. An open drawer,
which can’t be closed, contains dead
bees, red sealing wax, a dried flower,
a partially burnt book, a bit of a pho-

tograph, and a pencil in a bullet
case. Juxtapositions are made,
metaphors suggested, atmospheres
created. A small Gingles box (Citadel
2), looking surprisingly close to 
a maquette for the whole, sits atop.

Steps rise to nowhere. A bunch
of lilies rots. Glass is shattered like a
Duchamp but with the addition of
bees, butterflies, and flies. A religious
relief sculpture, not unlike a section
of a monastery gate, bars part of the
way. Another Gingles box containing
a ghostly submarine, along with dec-
orative nudes, sits over three draw-
ers, the bottom one containing
plaster-covered armatures of teddy
bears, again in ghostly white. The
middle drawer holds a Renaissance-
style relief of cherubic faces, a toy
train, and toy horses. Within the top
drawer are sheaves of glass crosses,
empty Queen Mary tins (given out to
WWI soldiers, with cigarettes inside),
and a black and white postcard with
most of the image obscured by silver
foil and paper. A single stair rail runs
to an impasse, and dried flowers live
forever embalmed in glass windows.
A shallow box, with its discursive
objects and drawings suggestive of 
a Gatling gun, explosions, and body
parts, evokes Armageddon.

This white skeletal world, with its
echoes of de Chirico and Giaco -
metti, suggests Gingles’s usual pre-
cision tooling and childhood stage
sets, but here they are offset by
deliberately crude and ruptured bits
of wood, makeshift crosses like trun-
cated Ts. An early telegraph pole
stands aloof in a corner, uncon-
nected to anything: communication
irretrievably broken down. This is a
world of ghosts, the ghosts of
human beings needlessly destroyed
in a war outside of their control. It’s
a world where patriotism and
decency are no match for the lying,
self-serving words of national lead-
ers and generals—a surreal world,
a parallel world, which we know will
never go away. 

—Brian McAvera

Graham Gingles, At times like these

men were wishing they were all

kinds of insects, 2014. Mixed media,

2 views of installation.
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“Lines”
Hauser & Wirth 

“Lines” featured a positively intellec-
tual body of non-works that appeared
to want to disappear from view.
Beneath curved steel ribs rising up
into the ceiling, the industrial-style
space of Hauser & Wirth might have
been completely empty were it not
for the wafer-thin works and barely
visible thread installations that res-
onated from its walls like the residual
effects of a ghostly séance. These
most slight of artworks pay homage
to the original principles of European
concretism (rejecting reality for a
more concentrated interest in line
and color) and the abstracted inter-
ests of non-concrete art. 

Curated by Rodrigo Moura, “Lines”
included the work of eight interna-
tional artists originally active in the
1950s, some of whom are still prac-
ticing today. Romanian Geta Brtescu,
renowned for her destabilizing draw-
ings and collaged textiles, was repre-
sented by Les Mains (1977), an 8-mm
film showing her hands moving fever-
ishly in front of the camera—as
much tailored drawing as table-top
performance. Colombian Johanna
Calle’s Reticulas rotas III (2010–2012)
consists of a series of wire mesh
drawings on board in which the
delineated patterns could well serve
as a crude outline for a fractured
cityscape seen from above. While
Brazilian Marilá Dardot’s vitrine-styled
++ (2014) references a grid, as do
many of these works, it takes a flora
and fauna approach to the germina-
tion of principled aesthetics. 

American Channa Horwitz was rep-
resented by several works from 1969.
At the Tone the Time will be is a short
film of what can best be described 
as a series of algorithmic actions per-
formed by four leotard-clad women.
Sonakinatography is akin to a well-
measured thermonuclear reading of
an increase in global temperatures.
Horwitz was also preoccupied with
the nature of motion in static draw-

ing and produced a number of
detailed studies that appear more
colored mathematics than anything
else. Dardot’s Brazilian contemporary
Ivens Machado was fascinated by
microscopic tremors, which he might
well have induced when reproducing
lines on sheets of paper. Wine on
ripped paper (1980) can be under-
stood as a beautifully recorded inci-
dent of death, a drop of wine
penetrating the heart of a folded
piece of paper; unfolded, the stain
takes on a more formulaic pattern.

In the case of Mumbai-based
Nasreen Mohamedi, the implied
details of her drawings and pho-
tographs are so microscopic that the
“troubled destinies” to which she
refers might go unnoticed were it
not for the reductive appeal of her
approach. Her meditative untitled
photographs (1970) show layers of
concentrated threads crisscrossing
space. With such diverse interests as
geometry, design, abstraction, and
industrial production, her essentializ-
ing drawings and accompanying

diary pages demonstrate a scientific
approach to the anatomy of creativity. 

The late Brazilian artist Lygia Pape
employed sculpture, filmmaking, and
engraving in a looser, participatory
approach. The works included here ref-
erence her original interest in concrete
art. For instance, Tecelar (1959) reads
like a balance sheet of two opposing
woodcut prints drawn together by
magnetic attraction. Drawing (1955)
resembles an unwritten score master-
fully held together despite the slight
fracturing of everything drawn on it.
Orchard Spread sheet (2009), by New
York artist R.H. Quaytman, is an unfor-
tunately dull, life-size document that
would better serve as a fiscal printout.
In attempting to decode these esoteric
works, Moura’s curatorial reappraisal
of mid-century drawing-room ideals
did more to resurrect the dry intellec-
tualism behind Minimalism than it 
did to engage with the creative spirit
of the age.

—Rajesh Punj

Left: Lygia Pape, Ttéia 1B, 1976/

2014. Thread, dimensions variable.

Bottom left: Nasreen Mohamedi,

untitled, c. 1970. Black and white

photograph, 22.8 x 38.1 cm. Below

and detail: Marilá Dardot, ++, 2014.

Wooden table, Styrofoam cell trays,

vegetable seeds, and vinyl letters, 

80 x 216 x 78 cm. All from “Lines.”
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From October 1 to 4, 2014, approximately 250 sculptors and
sculpture enthusiasts from all around the world gathered in New
Orleans for the ISC’s 24th International Sculpture Conference:
Sculpture, Culture, and Community. Six countries were represented
at this event, including Canada, Italy, Mexico, Nigeria, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The event brought together ISC
members, non-members, artists, arts administrators, curators, city
planners, educators, art supporters, and students. 

The conference included the following highlights: an opening
keynote address by Fairfax Dorn and a closing keynote address by
Alice Aycock; 13 panel discussions held at the Renaissance New
Orleans Arts Hotel, the Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans,
the Ogden Museum of Southern Art, and Xavier University; an
opening reception at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art; a recep-
tion in the Sydney and Walda Besthoff Sculpture Garden at the
New Orleans Museum of Art; mentoring sessions; ARTSlams; a
Glass Casting Workshop at Tulane University; a digital workshop
at Xavier University; and numerous optional tours and activities.

Attendees were able to network with their peers, as well as 
to share ideas and explore the culturally diverse city of New
Orleans.

We would like to thank everyone who joined us in New
Orleans. We would also like to extend a special thanks to the
many collaborators and sponsors whose contributions enabled 
us to offer such an inclusive conference: New Jersey State Council
on the Arts/Department of State, a Partner Agency of the National
Endowment for the Arts and by funds from the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, Bollinger Atelier, The Helis Foundation, Sydney
and Walda Besthoff, Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans, 
Creative Alliance of New Orleans, New Orleans Arts District, New
Orleans Museum of Art, Octavia Art Gallery, Ogden Museum 
of Southern Art, Renaissance New Orleans Arts Hotel, Sculpture 
for New Orleans, Thomas Mann’s Gallery I/O and studioFLUX,
Tulane University, Venusian Gardens Art Gallery, and Xavier
University of Louisiana.
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THE ISC IN NEW ORLEANS:  SCULPTURE,  CULTURE,  AND COMMUNITY

1 Johannah Hutchison, John Cleveland, and Lin Emery; 2 Gene Koss at the glass casting workshop at Tulane University; 3 “littleSCULPTURE” show at the

Renaissance New Orleans Arts Hotel; 4 Conference delegates with George Segal’s Three Figures and Four Benches at the reception in the Sydney and Walda

Besthoff Sculpture Garden at the New Orleans Museum of Art; 5 “Guns in the Hands of Artists” panel at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
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